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1
[ADAMS, JOHN QUINCY]
Early manuscript copies of letters sent from
John Quincy Adams to his son, George
Washington Adams, written as Ambassador
to Russia from 1811 onward. [N.p.: circa 1815
or later]. A 48 pp. manuscript in various
secretarial hands written on the recto and verso
of the sheets of a stitched wove paper letter
book in plain wrappers, possibly assembled
later, the album compiling copies of nine letters
from John Quincy Adams to his son George
Washington Adams, the first dated from "St.
Petersburgh Sept. 8th 1814." Each letter is
headed with a Roman numeral and ending with
Adams' secretarial signature (either in initials or
full name). 8 3/4 x 6 1/2 inches (22 x 17 cm); the
letter book housed in a fine full red morocco
clamshell case. Light staining to covers, the
letter book likely assembled after the copies
were made as the lower edge is trimmed with
loss of text to several pages.
An interesting near-contemporary letter book
compiling long sections of biblical teachings
offered from John Quincy Adams to his son
George Washington Adams. On the first page of
the manuscript, John Quincy is pleased to hear
his son has been reading passages of the good
book as "so great is my veneration for the Bible,
so strong my belief that when daily read and
meditated upon it is of all books in the world that
which contributes most to make men good, wise,
and happy." Adams though warns his son to be
cautious with the power that comes from biblical
study and offers in closing of the last letter: "Be
careful not to let your readings make you a
pedant or a bigot nor to puff you up with a
conceited opinion of your own knowledge or
make you intolerant of the opinion which others
draw from the same source... from your
affectionate Father, (signed) John Quincy
Adams."
C Private Collection of Barbara and Ira Lipman
$1,000-1,500
2
[ALASKA-WWII]
Photograph album depicting sporting and
military activity near Kodiak, Alaska during
WWII. A circa 1940s oblong decorated leather
photograph album, 9 x 11 inches (23 x 28 cm).
The album with about 80 photographs in varying
sizes mounted at the corners to the black album
sheets. The photographs are 5 x 7 inches (13 x
18 cm) or smaller. Some detached or lacking
photographs, some leaves becoming disbound,
some wear to upper extremity of final leaves and
rear cover.
An interesting album of activities at and near the
U.S. Army and Navy bases at Kodiak, Alaska
during World War II. The album opens with the
1943 Christmas greeting composite photograph
depicting naval officers. The album continues
with scenes around Kodiak, images of bears and
fish, a baseball game on the base, portraits of
soldiers in gear, etc. Laid-in is a picture postcard
panorama of Kodiak in four panels. A fascinating
glimpse into this Pacific base.
C Private Collection of Barbara and Ira Lipman
$200-300
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[AMERICAN LITERATURE]
A miscellany of 19th century titles, one
inscribed. Comprising: GARLAND, HAMLIN.
Main-Travelled Roads. Six Mississippi Valley
Stories. Boston: Arena Publishing Company,
1891. First edition, first issue, a presentation
copy by Garland dated 1891 to the front free
endpaper. Publisher's grey cloth, the spine
stamped in silver-gilt, housed in a green
morocco backed clamshell case. The inscribed
leaf detached, and with a few chips to edge, the
hinges cracked, bookplate of Arthur Swann;
HARTE, BRET. The Luck of Roaring Camp,
and Other Sketches. Boston: Fields, Osgood, &
Co., 1870. First edition, first issue. Publisher's
green cloth stamped in gilt and blind, coated
brown endpapers, housed in a green morocco
backed slipcase. Bookseller's stamp and early
ownership signature to flyleaves, hinges
cracked; WHITTIER, JOHN GREENLEAF.
Snow-Bound: A Winter Idyl. Boston: Ticknor
and Fields, 1866. First edition. Original brown
cloth gilt, housed in a cloth case. Tips and
corners lightly rubbed, upper portion of rear
endpaper excised, bookplate of John Gregory
Hodgins; BULLFINCH, THOMAS. The Age of
Fable; or, Stories of Gods and Heroes.
Boston: Sanborn, Carter, and Bazin, 1855. First
edition, first printing. Publisher's patterned red
cloth, housed in a custom red morocco backed
slipcase. Contemporary ownership signature to
front pastedown, chips to spine tips, slight fade;
HOWELLS, WILLIAM DEAN. The Rise of Silas
Lapham. Boston: Ticknor and Company, 1885.
First edition. Original brown cloth stamped in
black and gilt, housed blue morocco backed
slipcase. Some wear to rear hinge, lightly
rubbed, else fine; LOWELL, JAMES. The
Biglow Papers. Cambridge: George Nichols,
1848. First edition, first issue with only Nichols
imprint. Original plum cloth stamped in blind and
in gilt, housed in a morocco backed slipcase.
[Boxed with:] The Biglow Papers. Second
Series. Boston: Ticknor and Fields, 1867. First
edition. Original cloth. Rear hinge cracked, lightly
rubbed; The first volume with hinges cracked,
the spine faded and with small losses to tips,
both with the bookplates of Jean Hersholt; and
HOLMES Jr., OLIVER WENDELL. The
Common Law. Boston: Little, Brown and
Company, 1881. First edition. Publisher's green
pebbled cloth, rebacked preserving spine strip,
housed in a green morocco backed case.
Ownership signature to the title-page which is
partially detached; Together with One Hundred
Influential American Books Printed before
1900. New York: The Grolier Club, 1947. First
edition. Cloth backed boards.
See Grolier American 100 57 (Lowell); 65
(Bulfinch); 73 (Whittier); 76 (Harte); 84 (Holmes);
88 (Howells); and 95 (Hamlin). The lot 9 volumes
in 8.
C Private Collection of Barbara and Ira Lipman
$800-1,200
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[AMERICAN PRISONS]
DEMETZ, FREDERIC-AUGUSTE and BLOUET,
GUILLAUME-ABEL. Rapports a M. Le Comte
de Montalivet, Pair de France, Ministre
Secretaire d'Etat . sur les Penetenciers des
Etats-Unis. Paris: Imprimerie Royale, 1837. First
edition. Contemporary French calf over marbled
boards, the spine tooled and lettered in gilt, pink
marbled endpapers. 13 1/2 x 8 1/2 inches (34.5 x
22 cm); [4] 144; 114 [1] pp., with half-title and 45
lithographed plates and views (all but two
folding). The plates and text very clean, the
boards and spine rubbed, a fine copy overall.
A remarkable look at early 19th century
American prisons with excellent plates and
views, the first European work to illustrate the
subject, and of great influence on French prisons
thereafter. The work profiles some of the most
storied prisons of the era such as New York's
infamous Sing-Sing and Auburn prisons, and
others in Connecticut, Pennsylvania, New
Jersey, Baltimore, etc. The plates offer artistic
views of the grounds, details of locks and plans
of the prison floors. The work compares the two
dominant methods of imprisonment at the time:
the communal versus isolation models. Divided
into two parts, Demetz's portion offers many
statistics on American prisons and prisoners
while Blouet's portion provides the illustration of
the prisons and their various attributes. A
fascinating work. Sabin 19475.
C Private Collection of Barbara and Ira Lipman
$1,500-2,500

5
[AMERICAN REVOLUTION]
JUNIUS. Stat Nominis Umbra. London: printed
for Henry Sampson Woodfall... 1772. First issue
of the first authorized edition, without the Table
of Contents and Index sections added later, per
Lowndes. Two volumes, publisher's marbled
boards, housed in a leather-backed slipcase with
chemises. 6 1/2 x 4 inches (16.75 x 10 cm); [2engraved title], xxxii, 208 pp.; [2-engraved title],
356 pp. Some wear to wrappers, note regarding
ownership on the free endpaper of the first
volume (suggesting Charles Lloyd, secretary to
George Grenville as a candidate for authorship).
A totally uncut copy, very rare in wrappers as
here. Stenciled name of Buckston on front free
endpaper, bookplate of Harold Greenhill on
pastedown.
This is the first issue of the first authorized
edition of the letters (and most likely edited by
"Junius" himself, according to several
authorities), which were originally published in
the London Public Advertiser from Jan. 21, 1769
to Jan. 21, 1772 under the pseudonym of
"Junius." "...'Junius' poured brilliantly slanderous
invective upon Tory-minded English ministers,
especially the Duke of Grafton, for a series of
'inconsistent measures' which allegedly ruined
England and drove the colonies 'into excesses
little short of rebellion.' Vehement, lucid,
frequently reprinted in English and colonial
newspapers, the letters were polemical
masterpieces with such extraordinary knowledge
and appreciation of contemporary colonial
opinion that they lent moral support to the early
revolutionary cause. 'Junius' opposed the Tea
Duty, but upheld the legality of the Stamp Act,
and prophesied (Dec. 19, 1769) that the colonies
aimed at independence" - Dictionary of American
History. The publisher and then the printers were
(largely unsuccessfully) prosecuted for seditious
libel. Sabin calls this the best and the original
collected edition (there were previous
unauthorized editions). Sabin 36906. ESTC
T1830. DAH III, p.190. Lowndes V, p.1241.
Reese Revolutionary Hundred 14.
C Private Collection of Barbara and Ira Lipman
$300-500
6
[AMERICAN REVOLUTION]
Two limited editions. Comprising:
[TALLMADGE, COLONEL BENJAMIN].
Memoir of Colonel Benjamin Tallmadge. New
York: Gillis Press, 1904. One of 350 copies on
handmade paper. Parchment backed boards, in
original dust jacket. 10 x 7 inches (26 x 18 cm);
[168] pp., plates. Very fine overall, minor wear to
the dust jacket, which is scarce; and Andre's
Journal: An Authentic Record... Boston: The
Bibliophile Society, 1903. One of 487 copies.
Two volumes. Full vellum, lacks slipcases. 10 x 7
1/2 inches (25 x 19 cm); plates. Some
thumbsoiling and bowing to covers, clean within.
The lot offered with a copy of Charles Swain
Hall's Benjamin Tallmadge: Revolutionary
Soldier and American Businessman, 1943.
C Private Collection of Barbara and Ira Lipman
$200-300

Sale Date - 11/16/2022
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ANTIQUARIAN BOOKS
A miscellany of antiquarian books in fine or
contemporary bindings. Comprises a twovolume set of The Genuine Works of Flavius
Josephus..., London: circa 1810; IRELAND,
JOHN. Hogarth Illustrated. Three volumes,
period straight grain blue morocco gilt, slipcased.
One board detached at the front joint, rubbing,
wear; [SCOTT, SIR WALTER]. The Life of
Napoleon Buonaparte... Philadelphia: 1827.
Three volumes in old three-quarters brown
morocco. Uncut copy, a bit stained; FOURNIER,
AUGUST. Napoleon I. A Biography. Longmans:
1914. Two volumes, three-quarters red morocco
A fresh set; RUFUS, QUINTUS CURTIUS. The
Life of Alexander the Great. London: 1687.
Period brown calf; McGUFFEY, WILLIAM
HOLMES. The Eclectic Fourth Reader...
Cincinnati: Truman & Smith, 1838. Period sheep.
Some foxing; and The Political Beacon or the
Life of Oliver Cromwell... London: 1770. Period
paste paper, calf spine. Front board detached.
Contains a dedication "To the Sons of Liberty ...
and the Free-Spirited Bostonians in Particular";
DOYLE, JAMES. A Chronicle of England,
1864, three-quarters morocco gilt; RHODES,
JAMES FORD. The McKinley and Roosevelt
Administrations, 1922, first edition, full brown
morocco gilt; and a later edition of Moby Dick
with illustrations by Warren Chappell nicely
bound in three-quarters green morocco gilt.
C Private Collection of Barbara and Ira Lipman
$1,000-1,500
8
[ARKANSAS]
Acts passed at the Thirteenth Session of the
General Assembly of the State of Arkansas.
Little Rock: Johnson & Yerkes, 1861. First
edition. Modern calf backed boards. 8 1/4 x 5
inches (21 x 13 cm); 472 pp. First and last
leaves soiled and stained, stamp to title and
remnants of binding at gutter, spotting
throughout.
Acts of the State of Arkansas enacted on the eve
of the Civil War.
C Private Collection of Barbara and Ira Lipman
$700-1,000

9
ARTHUR, T.S.
Ten Nights in a Bar-Room, and What I Saw
There. Philadelphia: Lippincott, Grambo & Co.,
1854. First edition, first issue with the
frontispiece designed by C.L. White (later issues
by Sartain). Publisher's cloth, the spine gilt
lettered, housed in a morocco backed case. 7
1/4 x 5 inches (19 x 10 cm); frontispiece and
engraved title, 240 pp. Slightly cocked, the spine
faded and the cloth somewhat soiled and worn,
intermittent spotting within, a few ink signatures
and markings.
A temperance novel and the first work to openly
call for prohibition, the first edition of this title is
scarce and rarely encountered in collectible
condition. The book and a related melodrama
were wildly successful and the Ten Nights in a
Bar-Room was one of the bestselling novels of
the 19th century after Uncle Tom's Cabin.
Hamilton 1274; Wright 131.
C Private Collection of Barbara and Ira Lipman
$200-400
10
[ASPREY BINDING]
MACHIAVELLI, NICCOLO. The Prince.
London: The Folio Society, 1970. Finely bound
by Asprey in full dark blue morocco gilt, the
covers ruled in gilt, the spine tooled and lettered
in gilt with raised bands, marbled endpapers, all
edges gilt. 8 1/4 x 4 3/4 inches (21 x 12 cm);
frontispiece portrait, printed in black and red,
[144] pp. Fine.
C Private Collection of Barbara and Ira Lipman
$100-200

11
[ASPREY BINDING]
MACHIAVELLI, NICCOLO. The Prince.
London: The Folio Society, 1970. Finely bound
by Asprey in full back morocco gilt, the covers
ruled in gilt, the spine tooled and lettered in gilt
with raised bands, marbled endpapers, all edges
gilt. 8 1/4 x 4 3/4 inches (21 x 12 cm);
frontispiece portrait, printed in black and red,
[144] pp. Fine.
C Private Collection of Barbara and Ira Lipman
$100-200
12
[ASPREY BINDING]
MACHIAVELLI, NICCOLO. The Prince.
London: The Folio Society, 1970. Finely bound
by Asprey in full dark blue morocco gilt, the
covers ruled in gilt, the spine tooled and lettered
in gilt with raised bands, marbled endpapers, all
edges gilt. 8 1/4 x 4 3/4 inches (21 x 12 cm);
frontispiece portrait, printed in black and red,
[144] pp. Fine.
C Private Collection of Barbara and Ira Lipman
$100-200

Sale Date - 11/16/2022
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[AUTOGRAPHS-POLITCAL FIGURES]
An interesting miscellany of 19th and 20th
century signed photographs and political
autographs. Comprising: KING, RUFUS.
Inscribed sheet, dated 1800, irregular edges;
CLINTON, DeWITT. Signed document, partly
printed and accomplished in manuscript, 1814,
with countersignatures; TILDEN, SAMUEL J.
Autograph letter signed, 1853, 2 1/2 pages;
GREELEY, HORACE. Signature on a slip,
dated 1857; LaFOLLETE, ROBERT. Signature,
on a square slip, dated 1905, with a letter of
presentation on Executive Chamber/Madison,
Wis. stationery; BRYAN, WILLIAM JENNINGS.
Large format inscribed photograph, 1914,
stain in margin and crease to corner; HUGHES,
CHARLES. Signature, on a slip; SMITH,
ALFRED. Inscribed photograph, no date;
PARKER, ALTON. Typed document signed,
1921, with seal; THOMAS, NORMAN. Typed
note signed, 1936, enclosing his pamphlet Why
I'm a Socialist (present); DEWEY, THOMAS.
Signed photograph, dated 1945 below the
image; STEVENSON, ADLAI. Signed
photograph and signed card, 2 items, slightly
faded; EISENHOWER, MAMIE DOWD. Typed
letter signed, on White House stationery,
thanking recipient for emerald earrings, 1957;
THURMOND, STROM. Typed note signed, on
Senate stationery, dated 1970; GOLDWATER,
BARRY. Signed photograph, color;
WALLACE, GEORGE. Signed photograph,
color; McGOVERN, GEORGE. Signed
photograph, black and white; KENNEDY, TED.
Signed photograph, black and white;
DUKAKIS, MICHAEL. Signed card, with printed
text; PEROT, H. ROSS. Signature on printed
quotation, no date; and a few others,
unidentified. Some minor wear, sold as is.
C Private Collection of Barbara and Ira Lipman
$800-1,200

14
[AUTOGRAPHS-POLITCAL BOOKS]
Group of 20th century political books signed
by Henry Kissinger, Adlai Stevenson and
others. Comprising by KISSINGER, HENRY.
The White House Years [and:] Years of
Upheaval. Boston: Little, Brown, [1979 & 1982].
Both signed limited first editions, cloth in
slipcases. Two volumes. Booklabels, fine; Years
of Renewal. New York: Simon & Schuster,
[1999]. First trade edition, signed on the title
page. Publisher's cloth in dust jacket, minor wear
to jacket, booklabel; The White House Years.
Norwalk: Easton Press, [1996] Signed. Two
volumes. Leatherette; Does America Need a
Foreign Policy? Norwalk: Easton Press, [2001].
Signed. Leatherette; and Years of Upheaval
[and:] Years of Renewal. Norwalk: Easton
Press, [1996-99]. Three volumes, only Renewal
signed. Leatherette; STEVENSON, ADLAI. The
Stark Reality of Responsibility. Chicago:
Americana House, 1952. First edition, signed on
the half-title. Three-quarters morocco gilt. 11 x 8
inches (29 x 22 cm). Fine; and others including
one volume and two pamphlets signed by Ted
Sorenson; a second printing of David
Rockefeller's Memoirs with his signature on a
bookplate, cloth in jacket; and the signed limited
editions of Tom Brokaw's The Greatest
Generation; Colin Powell's My American
Journey; and New Gingrich's To Renew
America. The lot 15 volumes and 2 pamphlets.
C Private Collection of Barbara and Ira Lipman
$400-600
15
[BACHE, BENJAMIN FRANKLIN]
Truth Will Out! The Foul Charges of the
Tories Against the Editor of the Aurora.
[Philadelphia: circa 1798]. First edition. Modern
red morocco backed marbled boards. 9 x 5
inches (23 x 13 cm); [4] 12 pp., with two original
blanks at end, an uncut copy. Spotting and light
staining, mostly in the margin and to blanks.
This work is in reply to Federalist charges that
Bache was an agent of the French government.
It is sometimes attributed to William Duane.
Bache (1769-1798) was the grandson of
Benjamin Franklin. Founder of the Jeffersonian
newspaper the Philadelphia Aurora, he
frequently attacked Federalist political leaders
including Presidents Washington and Adams,
the latter over the X.Y.Z. Affair. In June 1798 he
was arrested for common-law seditious libel
before the law had even passed but died of
Yellow Fever before standing trial. He is
considered and early champion of freedom of
speech and the First Amendment. Evans 33648;
Sabin 97270.
C Private Collection of Barbara and Ira Lipman
$100-200

Sale Date - 11/16/2022
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BARNUM, H.L.
The Spy Unmasked; or, Memoirs of Enoch
Crosby, alias Harvey Birch, the Hero of Mr.
Cooper's Tale of the Neutral Ground: Being
an Authentic Account of the Secret Services
He Rendered His Country During the
Revolutionary War. New York: J. & J. Harper,
1828. First edition. Original cloth backed boards
with paper spine label, housed in a green
morocco backed slipcase. 9 1/2 x 5 1/2 inches
(24 x 14 cm); frontispiece portrait, map and 5
plates, 206 [1, ads] pp., an additional
advertisement leaf to the front pastedown, an
uncut copy. Some restoration and strengthening
to spine and hinges, rubbing and small losses,
moderately foxed, contemporary ownership
signature to upper board and title of Benjamin
Mathews, signature of H.L. Pinckney to the
pastedown; Boxed with the sheets of an 1886
Fishkill edition, apparently never bound, 152
pp., with the portrait and three plates on varicolored paper, chips to one text leaf, this item
not fully collated.
First edition of the true story of Enoch Crosby,
the basis for the character of Harvey Birch in
James Fenimore Cooper's 1821 The Spy. Boxed
together, the two works here are finely
presented. For the 1828 first edition, see: Howes
H161; Sabin 3559.
C Private Collection of Barbara and Ira Lipman
$500-800
17
BELLAMY, EDWARD
Two titles. Comprising: Looking Backward.
2000-1887. Boston: Ticknor and Company,
1888. First edition, first printing. Publisher's gray
cloth, spine and front panel stamped in gilt and
black, slipcase and chemise. 7 1/4 x 4 3/4 inches
(18.5 x 12 cm); [i]-vi, [7]-470 pp., with 1 p. ad at
front. Some soiling and wear to cloth, toning to
spine, spine ends softened, bottom corners
bumped, binder's glue offsetting to endpapers;
And Equality. New York: Appleton and
Company, 1897. First edition. Publisher's salmon
linen, stamped in gilt and brown. [i]-viii, 412 pp,
with 8 pp. publisher's ads at rear. Light soiling
and wear, spine a bit dulled, endpapers toned, a
few pages with offsetting from old inserts.

18
[BEWICK]
LEGRAND D'AUSSY, PIERRE JEAN BAPTIST.
Fabliaux, or Tales, Abridged from French
Manuscripts of the XIIth and XIIIth Centuries.
London: Bulmer & Co. Shakespeare Press,
1796-1800. First edition in English. Two
volumes, bound in contemporary red English
straight-grained morocco, outer borders gilt with
a Greek-key roll, spines paneled in gilt, black
labels, all edges gilt. 9 1/4 x 6 1/4 inches (23 x
16 cm); [4], Ix, 280 pp.; [4], 340 pp; includes 22
finely executed engraved head-pieces to each
ballad by Thomas and John Bewick and others,
and numerous tail-pieces. Light wear, an
exceptionally pretty copy overall. The Wynne
Rice Hugh Jeudwine copy, with his WRHJ
bookplate; and the earlier bookplate of Charles
Tennant (and one other).
The work contains 52 woodcuts (25 and 27 cuts
respectively by volume) of which eight were
produced by Thomas or John Bewick. These
were begun by John Bewick while in London,
and were continued during the last years of his
life, at Cherryburn. After his death the work was
completed by Thomas Bewick, Charlton Nesbit,
and Luke Clennell. This is the Jeudwine copy in
contemporary red English morocco of a very
high quality of finishing. Hugo 4279. Pease
Collection 73. Lowndes, p. 1334.
C Private Collection of Barbara and Ira Lipman
$800-1,200
19
[BILL of RIGHTS]
BURGER, WARREN E. The Bill of Rights:
America's Guarantee of Human Rights; The
World's Example of Freedom. [New
York/Stockbridge/Prague:] Thornwillow Press,
1993. Number 148 of 150 especially bound
copies, signed by Burger (total edition 330). Full
goatskin, housed in a folding clamshell case. 11
1/2 x 8 1/4 inches (29 x 21 cm); printed in red
and black, engraved decoration. A very fine copy
of an elegant production, acquired at Ursus Rare
Books.
C Private Collection of Barbara and Ira Lipman
$200-300

Edward Bellamy's Looking Backward was the
most important American utopian novel of its
day, one of the biggest bestsellers of the
nineteenth century, and a highly influential book
both culturally and politically. For example, it
helped inspire William Morris' News From
Nowhere, as well as the creation of "the
Nationalist movement, which sought government
ownership of productive and distributive facilities,
to be brought about by ballots, not revolution"
(Grolier, American, p. 120). The book is offered
here with a copy of its sequel, Equality,
published nine years later.
C Private Collection of Barbara and Ira Lipman
$400-800
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[BINDING-TOULOUSE-LAUTREC]
CLEMENCEAU, GEORGES. Au pied du Sinai.
Illustrations de Henri de Toulouse Lautrec.
Paris: Chamerot et Renouard pour Henri Floury,
1898. Copy 164 of 355 stamp-signed copies on
Arches paper. Orange morocco by Cretté, both
covers with a design formed from two Stars of
David, the inner outlined in blind, the outer in gilt,
a complex pattern of rules in blind emerging from
the angles between the points of the stars, the
tooling extending across the flat spine, which is
lettered in a single panel with author and title; the
whole protected by a matching kid-lined chemise
and slipcase, edges gilt on the rough. 10 1/8 x 7
7/8 inches (25.75 x 20 cm); [4] ff. (including 2 ff.
blank), 107, [1] pp. text, [2] ff., with the original
lithographed cover bound-in, six culs-de-lampe,
and ten lithographed plates. Light wear to the
slipcase and the spine of the chemise, very
minor spots of rubbing to the extreme ends of
the spine, a tiny bump to the head of the front
board, all in all a fine example, though lacking
the suite that is called-for with the stamp-signed
copies (this apparently never present).
A magnificent Cretté binding on Clemenceau's
classic novel of ghetto life in Poland.
Clemenceau himself appears twice in Lautrec's
designs for the work.
C Private Collection of Barbara and Ira Lipman
$4,000-6,000
21
[BINDINGS-EXTRA-ILLUSTRATED]
GREVILLE, CHARLES. The Greville Memoirs.
A Journal of the Reigns of King George IV
and King William IV; Journal of the Reign of
Queen Victoria, from 1837 to 1852; Journal of
the Reign of Queen Victoria, from 1852 to
1860. London: Longmans, Green, and Co.,
1874-1887; Extended and Illustrated by Loren
Griswold Du Bois, Boston, 1888. 8 volumes
extended to 20 adding approximately 2,000
additional plates and manuscripts. Full dark red
levant morocco by Zaehnsdorf with ornate gilt
cornerpieces to the covers, the spines lettered in
gilt and with raised bands. 8 1/2 x 6 1/4 inches
(22 x 14 cm); extensively extra-illustrated with
stipple, mezzotint, and half-tone engravings and
views, some folding, and a quantity of
manuscripts (such as an autograph letter from
the Duke of York, an autograph letter by George
Canning, etc.). The bindings faded and with
nicks and scratches, remnant of an old
description to pastedown, bookplate of James
Strohn Copley.

22
[BINDINGS]
The British Poets. Edinburgh: James Nichol,
circa 1860. 48 volumes. Full dark blue morocco
gilt, the covers ruled in gilt, the spines tooled and
lettered in gilt with raised bands and brown
morocco lettering labels, marbled endpapers and
edges. 8 1/2 x 5 1/5 inches (22 x 14 cm). One
headcap pulled, other nicks and rubbing to
lettering labels, with the small booklabel of Ira A.
Lipman to pastedowns.
C Private Collection of Barbara and Ira Lipman
$600-800
23
[BINDING-PARISIAN SANHEDRIN]
TAMA, DIOGENE [translator] and [with
preface and notes by] KIRWAN, F.D.
Transactions of the Parisian Sanhedrim, or
Acts of the Assembly of Israelitish Deputies
of France and Italy, Convoked at Paris by an
Imperial and Royal Decree, Dated May 30,
1806. London: Charles Taylor, 1807. First
edition. Blue morocco by Sangorski and Sutcliffe,
the cover with an inlaid Napoleonic eagle over
tablets and a Hebrew motto in gilt, the spine
stamped and lettered in gilt with raised bands, all
edges gilt, housed in a blue morocco slipcase. 8
1/8 x 5 inches (20.5 x 12.5 cm); xvi, 334 pp., 2
pp. publisher's ads, with laid in typed letter
regarding the binding signed by Kenneth Hobson
of Sangorski and Sutcliffe, typed binder's record
listing Sangorski and Sutcliffe's work on the
binding, and two related cuttings. Spine and
case edges a bit sunned, contents with uniform
offsetting from the type and with very occasional
pale spots.
The account of the meetings of the Grand
Sanhedrin, convened by Napoleon in 1807,
resulting great improvements to the situation of
Jews in France and Italy. During the meetings,
twelve questions were posed to Jewish leaders
in order to test their attitudes towards France, as
well as the compatibility of Jewish and French
law. The name Sanhedrin for the Jewish council
was used to bolster the legitimacy of the
meeting, hearkening back to the ancient Jewish
legislative body. The preface, by Kirwan, gives a
decidedly negative English opinion of the
meetings, vacillating between antisemitism,
Francophobia and anti-imperialism. This copy
was specially bound by Sangorski and Sutcliffe
for Saul Shapiro, a noted Montreal-based
collector of Anglo-American Judaica.
C Private Collection of Barbara and Ira Lipman
$500-800

A substantially extra-illustrated set of the
memoirs of the great English diarist Charles
Greville.
C Private Collection of Barbara and Ira Lipman
$4,000-6,000

Sale Date - 11/16/2022
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BOSWELL, JAMES
The life of Samuel Johnson, LL.D.
comprehending an account of his studies
and numerous works, in chronological order;
a series of his epistolary correspondence
and conversations with many eminent
persons; and various original pieces of his
composition, never before published. The
whole exhibiting a view of literature and
literary men in Great-Britain, for near half a
century, during which he flourished. London:
Henry Baldwin for Charles Dilly, 1791. First
edition, [one of 1750 copies], "first state" (though
both states were in fact coterminous) i.e. with the
erroneous reading "gve" on line 10 of page 135.
Two volumes, old brown calf, all edges sprinkled
red, cloth slipcases. 10 5/8 x 8 1/2 inches (27 x
21 cm); volume 1: xii, [16] pp. table of contents
to both volumes bound into the first volume
(sometimes found in the second), 516 pp.;
portrait frontispiece by J. Heath after Joshua
Reynolds. Volume II: title, x-xii pp. (as usual),
588 pp., with the "Round Robin" plate at p. 92
and the terminal plate of Johnson's handwriting.
Light binding wear, some rubbing to joints,
scattered foxing and toning, generally minor, the
plates (as usual) more toned, bookplate of Paul
Butler.
A pleasing set of the first and greatest of English
biographies, a work with a distinct and modern
sensibility. It is as telling an account of the inner
life of Boswell as it is of Johnson, its ostensible
subject. "Boswell's Life of Johnson remains the
most famous biography in any language, one of
Western literature's most germinal
achievements: unprecedented in its time in its
depth of research and its extensive use of
private correspondence and recorded
conversation, it sought to dramatize its subject in
his authorial greatness and formidable social
presence, and at the same time treat him with a
profound sympathy and inhabit his inner life"
(ODNB). Pottle 79; Grolier English 65;
Rothschild 463; Tinker 338.
C Private Collection of Barbara and Ira Lipman
$2,000-3,000

26
[CARNEGIE, ANDREW]
Group of five works. Comprises An American
Four-in-Hand in Britain. London: Sampson Low
[etc.], [1883]. First edition. Three-quarters
morocco gilt, modern slipcase; Problems of Today. Wealth. Labor. Socialism. New York:
Doubleday, Page & Company, 1908. First
edition. Publisher's cloth in modern slipcase; The
Empire of Business New York: Doubleday,
Page & Company, 1902. First edition. Publisher's
cloth ; Triumphant Democracy or fifty years'
march of the Republic. New York: Charles
Scribner's Sons, 1886. Publisher's cloth in
modern slipcase; Autobiography. Houghton,
Mifflin, 1920. First edition. Publisher's blue cloth
in slipcase; And a later volume entitled Forty
Years of Carnegie Giving. All sound but with
some wear, the third work with an old ownership
inscription on the endpaper.
C Private Collection of Barbara and Ira Lipman
$300-500
27
CARROLL, LEWIS (=REV. C. L. DODGSON)
Alice's Adventures in Wonderland. New York:
Limited Editions Club, 1932. One of 1500 copies.
Publisher's full red faux leather, gilt decorations
to boards and spine, with later slipcase. 8 5/8 x 5
1/8 inches (22 x 14.5 cm); xiii, 183 pp., plus
colophon leaf. Illustrated by John Tenniel. One of
approximately 500 copies out of the total edition
of 1500 that was especially signed for LEC
subscribers by Alice [Liddell] Hargreaves, the
original Alice, on one of the preliminary blanks.
Fine copy in like slipcase; Together with
Through the Looking Glass. New York: Limited
Editions Club, 1935. One of 1500 copies.
Publisher's full blue faux leather, with gilt
decorations to board and spine, with original blue
cloth slipcase. 8 5/8 x 5 1/8 inches (22 x 14.5
cm); xiii, 212 pp., plus colophon leaf. Illustrated
by John Tenniel. One of approximately 1150
copies out of the total edition of 1500, signed by
Alice Hargreaves on the colophon. Neatly
rebacked retaining original spine, light wear, in
fine slipcase.
C Private Collection of Barbara and Ira Lipman
$1,500-2,500

25
BURNETT, FRANCES HODGSON
Little Lord Fauntleroy. New York: Scribner's,
1886. First edition with a five page letter from
Burnett laid-in, the first issue (with the De Vinne
imprint to the verso of the final text leaf and 14
pages of ads). Publisher's decorated cloth,
housed in a fine purple morocco backed case. 8
x 6 inches (21 x 16 cm); 209 pp. A very good
copy, the spine slightly darkened and rubbed at
tips, the front hinge cracked, lightly toned but
clean within.
A sound copy of this children's classic that
caused a fashion craze much to the chagrin of
many a little boy. The letter laid-in from Burnett is
written to Robert Underwood Johnson, her editor
at Century Magazine, and she implores him not
to print a synopsis at the beginning of her
stories. Grolier America 89; Peter Parley to
Penrod pp. 80-81; BAL 2064.
C Private Collection of Barbara and Ira Lipman
$400-600
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[CHURCHILL, WINSTON]
Group relating to Churchill and family,
several finely bound. A miscellany of 15 titles
about Churchill and family, includes first and
later editions. Including the following seven
bound in three-quarters red morocco gilt, a few
signed Sangorski & Sutcliffe: Sarah Churchill's A
Thread in the Tapestry, 1967, third printing; Kate
Fleming's The Churchills, 1975; Young Winston's
Wars, first American edition, 1973, also with
slipcase; Elizabeth Longford's Winston Churchill,
1974, first edition; Carlos Thompson's The
Assassination of Winston Churchill, 1969, first
edition signed by the author; W. Averell
Harriman and Elie Ebel's Special Envoy to
Churchill and Stalin, 1941-1946, first edition,
1976; and Churchill: Four Faces and the Man,
1969, first English edition. Also with: The
Collected Essays of Sir Winston Churchill, 1976,
first collected edition, 4 volumes, original half
blue morocco gilt with coat of arms to upper
covers; Churchill and Roosevelt. The Complete
Correspondence, Easton Press, 1995,
Collector's Edition, 3 volumes, full leatherette,
booklabels; Charles Mozley's The State Funeral
of Sir Winston Churchill. A Sketchbook by
Charles Mozley, first edition, signed by Mozley,
cloth in jacket, slipcase; Young Winston's Wars,
1972, first edition, cloth in jacket; and four others
relating to Churchill as a painter. Fine overall,
some potential markings, sold as is; Together
with a framed reproduction of a photograph
depicting Churchill with Stalin and Averell
Harriman, with inscription below the image from
Harriman also reproduced, framed with a gift
inscription presenting the piece to the Lipmans.
The frame overall 18 x 16 inches.
C Private Collection of Barbara and Ira Lipman
$800-1,200

29
[CIVIL WAR]
Group of Civil War Memoirs by Major
Generals. An attractive group of standards and
less common works, each in original cloth
bindings, and including one pamphlet.
Comprising: SHERIDAN, PHILIP. Personal
Memoirs of P.H. Sheridan. New York: Webster,
1888. First edition. Two volumes. Decorated
cloth. Folding maps and plates. Fine and bright
overall, bookplate of William and Mary Graf,
acquired at Bauman Rare Books;
LONGSTREET, JAMES. Manassas to
Appomattox. Philadelphia: Lippincott, 1896.
First edition. Decorated cloth. Endpapers
renewed; GRANT, ULYSSES S. Personal
Memoirs of U.S. Grant. New York: Webster,
1885. First edition. Two volumes. Decorated
cloth. Foxing, stains to rear of second volume;
[SHERMAN, WILLIAM TECUMSEH]. The
Home Letters of General Sherman. New York:
Scribner's, 1909. First edition. Cloth, slipcase.
Stamp to pastedown, neat ownership inscription,
else fine; [LEE, ROBERT E.]. LONG. A.L.
Memoirs of Robert E. Lee. New York: Stoddart,
1887. Second edition. Cloth. Shaken with
detached leaves at front, other wear; MEADE,
GEORGE. The Life and Letters of General
George Gordon Meade. New York: Scribner's,
1913. First edition. Cloth. Numerous maps.
Endpapers possibly renewed, volume II slightly
shaken; POMEROY, M.M. The Life and Public
Service of Benjamin F. Butler. New York:
1868. Stitched pamphlet. Possibly lacking
wrapper, some staining; and [HUDSON, HENRY
N.]. A Chaplain's Campaign with Gen. Butler.
New York: Privately Printed, 1865. First edition.
Modern cloth. Small loss and thumbstain to title,
with a pencil inscription reporting the book a gift
from the author. The lot 10 volumes and 1
pamphlet.
C Private Collection of Barbara and Ira Lipman
$400-600
30
[CIVIL WAR]
Unusual proof of the April 2nd, 1865 Sunday
Times announcement reporting Union
Victory. Philadelphia: Sunday Times, 2 April,
1865. A single-sheet broadside proof on thin
paper, the announcement with masthead and
text in a single column reading: Sunday
Times/Eleven O'Clock, A.M./Philadelphia, April
2, 1865/Latest/Victory!/Official Gazette/Grant
Victorious at All Points/Sheridan captures three
brigades" followed by two paragraphs of
dispatches by General Dix and General Grant,
the whole signed in print by Secretary of War
Edwin Stanton. The proof sheet mounted to a
modern sheet and housed in a fine green
morocco backed slipcase. 8 1/4 x 5 inches (21 x
13 cm). Printed uncentered on sheet, with
showthrough around the text of adhesive to
lower sheet.
This broadside proof, offering the exciting Union
victories as of April 2nd, is apparently
unrecorded. The events of April 2nd paved the
way for the full surrender of the Confederate
Army, which took place on April 9th.
C Private Collection of Barbara and Ira Lipman
$400-600
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[CIVIL WAR-OFFICINA BODONI]
WASSON, EDMUN ATWILL. That Gettysburg
Address. Verona: [Officina Bodoni], 1965. First
edition, one of 225 copies of the "Limited Private
Printing" on handmade Cernobbio paper. Green
morocco backed boards, the spine gilt lettered. 9
3/4 x 6 inches (24 x 15 cm); 109 pp., with
facsimiles, an inserted plate and a Celtic Cross
engraved by Reynolds Stone. Corners lightly
rubbed, spine gently faded, clean within.
A fine Officina Bodoni printing of The Gettysburg
Address, issued on the 100th anniversary of
Lincoln's famous battlefield speech. The larger
essay is by R. Gordon Wasson, known for his in
depth studies of mushrooms. Acquired from
Ursus Rare Books.
C Private Collection of Barbara and Ira Lipman
$100-200

33
CLINTON, HILARY
Living History. New York: Simon & Schuster,
(2003). First edition (first printing with complete
string of numbers including 1 on the copyright
page), signed in ink on the title-page by Hilary
Rodham Clinton. Publisher's black cloth, in
original dust jacket. A fine copy, with Ira
Lipman's small label on the front free endpaper;
Together with CLINTON, BILL. My Life. New
York: Knopf, 2004. First edition (stated), first
printing, with the acknowledgements in the first
state, i.e. ("failure of my life" error in
Acknowledgments on page iv) signed on the title
page. Publisher's cloth, in original dust jacket.
Minor wear to jacket, a fine copy.
C Private Collection of Barbara and Ira Lipman
$50-100

32
[CIVIL WAR ERA]
A Civil War Era Miscellany. A group of Civil
War era books and related items. Comprising:
BAKER, L.C., General. History of the United
States Secret Service. Philadelphia: L.C. Baker,
1867. First edition. Original cloth, slipcase, some
staining, acquired from Bauman Rare Books.
Sabin 2841; FOOTE, SHELBY. The Civil War:
A Narrative. New York: Random House, [195874]. Each stated first edition or first printing, two
of the volumes signed by Shelby Foote which is
uncommon, publisher's cloth in facsimile dust
jackets, fine overall; CAIRNS, J.E. The Slave
Power... London and Cambridge: MacMillan,
1863. Second edition. Original cloth, slipcase,
hinges cracked; CLAYTON, POWELL. The
Aftermath of the Civil War in Arkansas. New
York: The Neale Publishing Company, 1915.
First edition. Publisher's cloth in original dust
jacket. Wear to cloth and jacket extremities;
NEWMAN, RALPH G., ed. Lincoln for the
Ages. Garden City: Doubleday, 1960. One of
525 especially bound, boxed and signed copies,
with further inscription from Newman. Cloth with
facsimile signature, slipcase, fine; HERTZ,
EMANUEL, ed. Abraham Lincoln: The Tribute
of the Synagogue. New York: Bloch, 1927. First
edition. Cloth, fine; The New York Times. New
York: 17 December 1863. Broadsheet
newspaper. 8 pp., disbound; WELLS, FARGO &
CO. Two printed forms accomplished in
manuscript. San Francisco: 1872 & 1878
respectively, the earlier requesting $3000 in
small coin and silver, the later acknowledging
receipt of a gold bar, the earlier with folds with a
short split and stamps, both toned; A Civil War
Era Patriotic Fan. A paper fan with embossed
design issued by the Ladies Memorial to the
Brave Defenders of this Glorious Union, circa
1863, fine overall; And a framed display
presenting a Civil War era bullet below a colored
Harper's Weekly illustration, with authentication
from the Caren Archive. Frame overall 20 x 24
inches. An interesting miscellany, sold as is.
C Private Collection of Barbara and Ira Lipman
$500-800
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[COLONIAL PRINTING-NEW YORK]
KEITH, GEORGE. Truth Advanced in the
Correction of Many Gross & hurtful Errors;
Wherein is occasionally opened & explained
many great and peculiar Mysteries and
Doctrines of the Christian Religion ...
Whereunto is added, A Chronological
Treatise of the several Ages of the World.
N.p. [but New York: William Bradford], 1694.
First edition. Burgundy levant morocco by
Rivière & Son, covers triple ruled in gilt, spine in
six compartments with raised bands and
elaborately stamped in gilt. 7 1/8 x 5 1/2 inches
(17.75 x 14 cm); two parts in one, with a general
title and separate title for the second part A
Chronological Treatise of the several Ages of the
World from Adam to Christ and thence to the
End of the World, paginated [10], 175-180-184,
32 pp. (N.B. pp. 176-179 were omitted from the
pagination, the book is complete thus). [Part I.]:
[a]^[6] leaves (the first leaf blank and lacking); B,
B (repeated)-Y^[4] Z^[2];. [Part II]: A-D^[4] (Y2
mis-signed X2). Minor rubbing primarily to the
upper joint. Internally, lacking initial blank, the
head of the title-page in facsimile affecting the
first four words and additional letters, paper
restoration to the title and lower margin of the
first leaf of the Preface, small tears to the foremargin with a minute loss to the edge, and a
crease extending across the title; front free
endpaper and first flyleaf loose from the binding,
toned throughout, a few old and minor marginal
restorations noted, in all a very respectable copy
of a great rarity. The Depuy-Smith-ZinmanSnider example, with the Depuy and Snider
bookplates.
Though slightly earlier examples of New York
printing exist, this is the first work more extensive
than a mere pamphlet to be produced in New
York. It is also the single most substantial
seventeenth century imprint produced by William
Bradford, the founder of the first printing press in
the Middle Colonies. His first press in
Pennsylvania began work in 1685; in 1692 he
was arrested and tried by the local government
for the publication of a collection of Keith's
Quaker writings, issued without imprint, which
had offended the orthodoxy of the Quaker
establishment. By good fortune and skillful
advocacy he won his freedom and the return of
his printing equipment, but discomfited by this
persecution, he removed to New York, with the
encouragement of the Governor of the Province,
Benjamin Fletcher. Almost immediately
thereafter he issued the present work, also
without imprint, which touched on the same
controversial aspects of Quaker doctrine. The
succeeding work to this by Bradford was the
great The Laws & Acts of the General Assembly
for Their Majesties Province of New-York.

35
[CONSTITUTIONAL LAW]
WILSON, BIRD, Esq. The Works of the
Honourable James Wilson, L.L.D., Late One
of the Associate Justices of the Supreme
Court of the United States, and Professor of
Law in the College of Philadelphia.
Philadelphia: at the Lorenzo Press, printed for
Bronson and Chauncey, 1804. First edition.
Three volumes, brown period sheep rather
crudely rebacked retaining original labels,
housed in a green cloth clamshell case. 8 1/4 x 5
inches (21 x 12.75 cm); portrait frontispiece, xvi,
467, [1] pp.; vi, 497, [1] pp.; iv, 439, [1--errata]
pp. Bindings worn, boards restored, the textblock not properly aligned with the fore-edge,
staining and toning throughout.
A desirable work and apparently rather rare in
commerce--we note only one copy at auction,
and one presently at retail. Wilson was one of
the half-dozen founding fathers who signed both
the Declaration of Independence and the
Constitution. He helped draft the Preamble and
influencing the structure of the presidency, the
electoral college, the judiciary, and the ThreeFifths Compromise and much else; indeed, he
was one of the most influential delegates to the
Federal Constitutional Convention. He was also
one of the principal authors of the Pennsylvania
Constitution.
One of the justices of the first U.S. Supreme
Court, he was appointed by George Washington.
The lectures in these volumes were delivered in
1790-1791 at the College of Philadelphia, and
they included important speeches given at the
Federal Convention. The ANB rates his
importance to the Convention as second only to
James Madison. He was, however, a staunch
opponent of the constitution of Pennsylvania in
1776, widely seen at the time as too liberal.
Though institutionally common, the book
appears to be almost startlingly rare in the trade
and at auction. Reese Federal 100 97; Sabin
104632.
C Private Collection of Barbara and Ira Lipman
$300-500

Please visit Doyle.com for the full description
C Private Collection of Barbara and Ira Lipman
$40,000-60,000
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[CRIMINOLOGY]
BECCARIA, CESARE, Marquis of Milan. An
Essay on Crimes and Punishments ... With a
commentary, by M. de Voltaire. Philadelphia:
Printed by William Young, 1793. The third
American edition. Contemporary calf, rebacked
to style preserving the red morocco lettering
label. 6 x 3 1/2 inches (15 x 9 cm); x, [13]-230
pp. (per Evans there is no sixth leaf in the first
signature). A fine copy with clean text, there are
some ink markings and old stains to endpapers
and an ownership signature to title, the binding
nicely refurbished.
First published in Charleston in 1777 and again
in Philadelphia in 1778, the present work came
to have a great impact on American criminal law,
and all American editions including this later third
edition appear scarce in commerce. "One of the
most influential books in the whole history of
criminology... Infused with the spirit of the
Enlightenment, its advocacy of crime prevention
and the abolition of torture and capital
punishment marked a significant advance in
criminological thought ... It was especially
influential among American thinkers, such as
Thomas Jefferson, who wished to use Beccaria
to reform the system of criminal law Americans
inherited from England." Printing and the Mind of
Man, 209; Evans 25150
C Private Collection of Barbara and Ira Lipman
$100-150
37
[CRESSET PRESS]
The Apocrypha According to the Authorized
Version. London: The Cresset Press, 1929.
Publisher's cream vellum in card slipcase. 12 7/8
x 8 1/8 inches (32.5 x 20.5 cm); [viii], 406, [2]
pp.; 14 wood-engraved plates by Blair HughesStanton, Stephen Gooden, Eric Kennington, Eric
Ravilious, John Nash and others. Spine label a
bit rubbed and worn, minor soiling to covers, the
slipcase worn, upper panel separated.
C Private Collection of Barbara and Ira Lipman
$200-300

38
DARWIN, CHARLES
On the Origin of Species by Means of Natural
Selection. New York: The Limited Editions Club,
1963. Number 1250 of 1500 copies. Illustrated
by Paul Landacre. Original black leather backed
boards, the spine decorated in gilt, slipcase. 11 x
8 inches (28 x 20 cm); 470 pp., illustrated. Fine.
C Private Collection of Barbara and Ira Lipman
$50-100

Sale Date - 11/16/2022

39
DICKENS, CHARLES
Works. London: Chapman & Hall, n.d. The
Illustrated Library Edition. 30 volumes. Threequarters morocco gilt by Southerans, the spines
tooled and lettered in gilt with raised bands,
marbled endpapers and edges. 8 3/4 x 5 1/2
inches (22 x 14 cm); plates. Some spotting and
soiling to plates, lightly rubbed.
C Private Collection of Barbara and Ira Lipman
$500-800
40
DISRAELI, BENJAMIN
The Revolutionary Epick: the Work of Disraeli
the Younger. London: Edward Moxon, 1834.
First edition, three parts in one, with inscriptions
to both half-titles reading "Mrs. Meredith from her
friend the Author." Modern full red morocco gilt,
the covers with gilt rules, slipcase. 10 x 8 inches
(26 x 20 cm); with two half-titles, [4], viii, [90]; xi,
[91]-206 pp. Some spotting to first inscribed leaf,
later ink gift inscription to half-title, otherwise
clean with wide margins, the spine darkened.
An uncommon book (one of just 50 copies?),
with no copy in the auction record since 1979.
This copy sold Sotheby's, 8 December 1924, lot
267.
C Private Collection of Barbara and Ira Lipman
$400-600
41
DOYLE, ARTHUR CONAN
The Memoirs of Sherlock Holmes. London:
George Newnes, 1894. First edition, the covers
with the Strand Library logo in black, floral
endpapers. Original publisher's dark blue cloth,
all edges gilt, housed in a modern clamshell
case. 9 1/8 x 6 1/4 inches (24 x 16.5 cm); iv, 279
pp., illustrated by Sidney Paget. Generally light
wear to cloth, small ink mark to rear cover,
occasional minor spotting internally, a sound
copy overall.
DeWaal. Green and Gibson A14a.
C Private Collection of Barbara and Ira Lipman
$500-800
42
DOYLE, ARTHUR CONAN
The Adventures of Sherlock Holmes [with:]
The Later Adventures [and:] The Final
Adventures. New York: Limited Editions Club,
1950-52. Number 24 of 1500 sets. Together 8
volumes. Original cloth, in modern cloth
slipcases preserving the original paper labels,
promotional slip laid-into Volume I. 9 1/2 x 6
inches (24 x 15 cm); illustrated. Minor shelfwear,
an attractive set.
C Private Collection of Barbara and Ira Lipman
$300-500
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43
[EASTON PRESS]
Approximately one hundred sixty volumes in
modern bindings. Norwalk, CT: The Easton
Press, various dates. Approximately 160
volumes bound in variously colored modern gilt
leather, gilt spines and covers, all edges gilt.
Includes many in the larger format of 12 1/2 x 9
inches, the smallest 7 1/2 x 5 inches. Fine
condition overall, an attractive large group.
Includes classics of literature and history.
C Private Collection of Barbara and Ira Lipman
$600-800
44
[EASTON PRESS]
DURANT, WILL. The Story of Civilization.
Norwalk: Easton Press, [1992]. 11 volumes. Full
modern tan leatherette, all edges gilt. 9 1/2 x 7
inches (25 x 18 cm). Fine, with booklabels,
promotional material laid-in.
C Private Collection of Barbara and Ira Lipman
$100-200
45
[EASTON PRESS-POETRY]
Thirty-seven small formal classics of poetry.
Norwalk, CT: The Easton Press, circa, 1995. 37
volumes in original vari-colored leatherette. 6 1/2
x 4 1/2 inches (17 x 12 cm). Booklabels, else
fine.
C Private Collection of Barbara and Ira Lipman
$100-200
46
[EASTON PRESS-ART]
Approximately sixty-four large format
monographs on modern artists published by
The Easton Press. Norwalk: The Easton Press,
various dates. Approximately 64 volumes, each
bound in full variously colored leatherette with
the artist's facsimile signature in gilt to covers
and spine, all edges gilt. 12 1/4 x 9 inches (31 x
23 cm); illustrated. Booklabels, else fine.
Includes works on 20th century masters such as
Mondrian, Picasso, Klimt, Matisse, etc.
C Private Collection of Barbara and Ira Lipman
$300-500
47
FAULKNER, WILLIAM
Eighteen volumes published by the Easton
Press. Norwalk, CT: The Easton Press, various
dates. All in full modern leatherette gilt. Includes
9 (of 11) volumes from the Collected Works, and
9 others, including duplicates. Fine.
C Private Collection of Barbara and Ira Lipman
$100-200

48
FAUKLNER, WILLIAM
Pylon. New York: Harrison Smith & Robert
Haas, 1935. First edition, number 28 of 310
copies signed by Faulkner. Publisher's threequarter cloth over reflective silver boards
stamped with an airplane on the upper cover,
with the printed card slipcase.7 1/2 x 5 inches
(19 x 13 cm); 315 pp., folding manuscript
facsimile at front, plane illustration to title page.
The spine faded and with a few stains, two small
abraded areas on the board, with the Art Deco
label of the Stanley Rose Bookshop at rear, the
slipcase complete but with detached panels and
wear.
C Private Collection of Barbara and Ira Lipman
$400-600
49
[FEDERALIST]
The Federalist or, the New Constitution. New
York: The Limited Editions Club, 1945. Number
245 of 1500 sets signed by Bruce Rogers. Two
volumes. Original blue morocco backed cloth,
the spines with red morocco lettering labels. 9
1/2 x 6 inches (24 x 16 cm). Light fade to spines,
else fine.
C Private Collection of Barbara and Ira Lipman
$100-200

50
FORESTER, FRANK [HERBERT, HENRY
WILLIAM]
The Warwick Woodlands, or Things as They
Were, Ten Years Ago. By Frank Forester.
Philadelphia: G.B. Zieber, 1845. [Bound with:]
My Shooting Box. By Frank Forester.
Philadelphia: Carey & Hart, 1846. Two titles
bound together. First editions. Contemporary
three-quarters green calf over purple cloth, the
spine with morocco gilt lettering labels, housed in
a cloth case with shooting motif to cover. 7 1/2 x
4 1/2 inches (19 x 11 cm); bound without
wrappers, the second title with pictorial title and
three engraved illustrations (including the "Tom
Draw" plate which is often lacking). Upper joint
starting, the binding rubbed, spotting throughout,
title-page signature of J.M. Bullus to the first title.
Two well-regarded Frank Forester sporting titles
which are unusual to encounter bound together
in a contemporary binding as such. Van Winkle
13-17.
C Private Collection of Barbara and Ira Lipman
$400-600
51
[FRANKLIN LIBRARY]
Approximately fifty volumes. Franklin Center,
PA: various dates. Approximately 50 volumes
bound in variously colored modern gilt leather,
gilt spines and covers, all edges gilt. Sizes vary,
largest 9 1/2 x 7 inches (24 x 19 cm). Fine
condition overall, an attractive large group.
Includes classics, literature and history.
C Private Collection of Barbara and Ira Lipman
$200-400
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52
[FRANKLIN & HALL, as PRINTERS]
Printed promissory note for Pennsylvania
Hospital. [Philadelphia: Benjamin Franklin and
David Hall, circa 1 May 1751]. A partly printed
document without imprint on laid paper with
partial watermark, accomplished in manuscript,
the document a promissory note in the amount of
fifteen pounds from Jos. Morris of Philadelphia to
John Reynell, Treasurer of Pennsylvania
Hospital, signed in ink by Thomas Cadwalader
and Thomas Bond, the document numbered "12"
in the margin and with various payments
recorded on the verso through 1764. The
document housed in a fine red morocco backed
slipcase. 3 3/4 x 6 1/4 inches (9.7 x 15.8 cm).
The note trimmed irregularly, probably when
canceled, costing a few words.
A scarce printed note attributed to Franklin &
Hall, printers for Pennsylvania Hospital, which
received its official charter from the Pennsylvania
legislature just ten days after this document was
signed on May 1st, 1751. This form is very
similar to two promissory notes for Pennsylvania
Hospital recorded by Miller in Benjamin
Franklin's Philadelphia Printing, the first item 598
dated to about 1754 and item 724 used by the
hospital in the 1760s.
C Private Collection of Barbara and Ira Lipman
$2,000-3,000
53
FRANKLIN, BENJAMIN
Memoires de la vie privée... écrits par luimême, et adressés à son fils. Paris: Chez
Buisson, 1791. First edition. Contemporary
spotted calf, gilt decorated smooth spine, gilt
lettered dark green leather spine label, all edges
stained yellow and speckled. 7 1/2 x 4 3/4 inches
(19 x 12 cm); [2], vi, [1]-156, [1]-203, 360-363 pp.
Some rubbing and wear to calf mostly along the
spine, front hinges cracked but sound, offsetting
to endpapers and title from binder's glue,
contents with intermittent toning and spotting, the
occasional old ink splotch in the margins, front
endpaper loosening and with losses along gutter,
evidence of a removed bookplate or label on the
front pastedown.

54
[FRANKLIN, BENJAMIN]
Fragment of the 18th century textile "The
Apotheosis of Franklin and Washington." A
fragment of the English copperplate-printed toile
textile known as The Apotheosis of Franklin and
Washington, late 18th century (circa 1785-1790),
the fragment showing Franklin in three-quarter
length with a female figure holding the ends of a
banner reading "Where liberty dwells there is my
country," the fragment with a border added,
housed in a fine green morocco backed
clamshell case. 13 1/2 x 11 1/4 inches (34 x 29
cm). Some faint stains and two minor punctures,
cut from a larger textile, very presentable overall.
A fragment of the 18th century textile known as
The Apotheosis of Franklin and Washington. The
fragment shows Franklin, holding a scroll and
wearing academic robes and his famous cap,
after the portrait of him made by Jean-Baptiste
Nini in 1777. We trace examples printed in both
black and red and in various sizes. For an
example of the full textile, see:
https://www.metmuseum.org/art/collection/searc
h/221531
For an informative article on the history of the
textile, see: Whitney A.J. Robertson. "Sleeping
Amongst Heroes: Copperplate-printed Bed
Furniture in the "Washington and American
Independance [sic] 1776; the Apotheosis of
Franklin" Pattern", Textile Society of America,
13th Biennial Symposium, September 19-22,
2012, Washington, D.C.
[https://digitalcommons.unl.edu/cgi/viewcontent.c
gi?article=1738&context=tsaconf].
C Private Collection of Barbara and Ira Lipman
$1,000-1,500

The first edition of the first part of Benjamin
Franklin's wonderful and important
autobiography - "The most widely read of all
American autobiographies, the gift to
adolescents of countless parents... this book
holds the essence of the American way of life.
The history of its writing and publication is long
and complicated... In some way Buisson, the
French publisher, got hold of a draft of the part
written at Twyford and his publication of a
French translation in 1791 makes the first
appearance in print of the Autobiography."
Grolier/American 21; Howes F323; Sabin 25549;
Struggle for North America 91
C Private Collection of Barbara and Ira Lipman
$1,000-1,500
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FREMONT, JOHN CHARLES
Report of the Exploring Expedition to the
Rocky Mountains in the Year 1842, and to
Oregon and Northern California in the years
1843-44. Washington, D.C.: Gales and Seaton,
1845. The Senate issue, Francis Parkman's
signed copy. Publisher's cloth, expertly rebacked
with the spine strip laid-down, housed in a
morocco backed clamshell case. 8 1/2 x 5 1/2
inches (23 x 14 cm); 693 pp., with 5 maps
including the large folding map Map of an
Exploring Expedition to the Rocky Mountains in
the Year 1842 and to Oregon & North California
in the Years 1843-44 held in a pocket at rear, 21
plates (of 22, lacks one botanical plate). The
large map with strengthening to folds and some
splits, the map and text lightly toned, some
spotting, formerly in the Harvard College Library
and with their booklabel, discreet embossed
stamp to title, and release stamps to pastedown
and copyright (offset to free endpaper and visible
on title), also with a stamp recording the
Parkman gift in 1894, with Francis Parkman's
signature and dated 1847 on the title page and
that of Francis Parkman, Jr. to the front blank.
A fine contemporary association between
Fremont and Parkman, who in 1847 had just
returned from the West and was actively writing
The California and Oregon Trail. The large
folding map is one of the most impressive and
important of the period and had a profound
impact on the routes taken by western settlers.
Fremont's work was widely read and ran to many
editions, greatly influencing and preparing those
who ventured West in the Gold Rush.
C Private Collection of Barbara and Ira Lipman
$2,000-3,000

56
FREUD, SIGMUND
Autograph letter in German signed (as
"Freud"), regarding the authorship of
Shakespeare's plays. 11 1/2 x 9 inches (28 x
22.5 cm); 2 pp. on a single sheet of Freud's
letterhead with his Wien IX, Berggasse 19
printed address, dated 7 November 1935, to
Percy Allen; matted and displayed with a
translation in elaborate black morocco folder
(likely by Joanne Sonnichsen), housed in a
plastic sleeve in a black buckram clamshell case.
Horizontal and vertical folds, central horizontal
fold starting at right margin and small marginal
tissue restoration, minor marginal spotting, the
letter tissue-mounted to the mat at extreme
edges.
Sigmund Freud on William Shakespeare's
authorship of the plays. "... Lear could only be
understood psychologically on the assumption
that [Edward de Vere, Earl of] Oxford is the
author, and I believe Edward de Vere to have
been the author of all the other genuine
Shakespeare plays." For Freud, an ardent
Shakespearian who began reading the works
early in childhood, the plays were central to his
theories, "part of the raw material from which
Freud constructed psychoanalysis" according to
the Freud Museum. The psychoanalytic theory of
the Oedipus complex, for example, was partially
based on his interpretation of Hamlet. Later in
life he developed a firm conviction that
Shakespeare could not be the author of the
canon assigned to him, largely influenced by the
theory of J. Thomas Looney (mentioned here)
that Edward De Vere, the Earl of Oxford, was the
true author. Freud based this on largely
psychological grounds; he felt that (for example),
echoing Hamlet's familial situation, de Vere's
father had died when he was still young, and his
mother had precipitately remarried. King Lear,
mentioned here, was another of Freud's favorite
plays. Percy Allen, the recipient of the present
letter, was an English journalist and an ardent
proponent of Oxford as the author of
Shakespeare's works, though his theory that de
Vere had fathered a child by Queen Elizabeth I
proved too much for Freud, who in the present
letter strongly expresses his doubts to Allen "I
have been accustomed to think of the Virgin
Queen as incapable of bearing a child."
C Private Collection of Barbara and Ira Lipman
$7,000-10,000
57
[GRANT, ULYSSES S.]
YOUNG, JOHN RUSSELL. Around the World
with General Grant. New York: Subscription
Book Department/The American News
Company, [1879]. First edition. Two volumes.
Contemporary three quarters brown morocco
gilt, the spines tooled and lettered in gilt, marbled
endpapers and edges. 10 1/2 x 7 inches (26 x 18
cm); frontispiece, folding map, in text illustration,
631; 631 pp. Lightly toned and rubbed, a very
fine set overall, acquired from Bauman Rare
Books.
C Private Collection of Barbara and Ira Lipman
$300-500

Sale Date - 11/16/2022
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GREEN, ANNA KATHARINE
The Leavenworth Case: A Lawyer's Story.
New York: G.P. Putnam's Sons, 1878. First
edition. Publisher's cloth, lettered and decorated
in black on the upper cover, housed in a
morocco backed case. 7 1/4 x 4 3/4 inches (19 x
12 cm); 475 pp., folding diagram in the text. The
volume rebacked preserving much of the original
spine strip, the hinges strengthened, neat
signature to blank, split to folding diagram, a few
stray stains.
First edition of the author's first book, considered
one of the best American detective novels. The
Leavenworth Case "may fairly be called the
father of the modern detective story. Poe
discovered the idea, but Anna Katherine Green
gave the story its pattern and garments" - Grolier
American 60; Glover & Greene 212; Lilly
Detective Fiction 81; Haycraft-Queen
Cornerstone.
C Private Collection of Barbara and Ira Lipman
$300-500
59
GROLIER CLUB
One Hundred Books Famous in English
Literature. Introduction by George E.
Woodberry. New York: Grolier Club, 1902. One
of 315 copies. Vellum-backed boards of issue.
Near fine; The Grolier Club Collects. New
York: Grolier Club, 1902. Presentation copy from
one of the editors to Ira Lipman. Fine; The
Grolier Club Collects II. New York: Grolier
Club, 1915. One of 50 copies signed by the
editor, bound in quarter red morocco in slipcase,
with a sleeve of ephemera. Fine;
HOLZENBERG, ERIC. For Art's Sake. The
Aesthetic Movement in Print and Beyond.
New York: Grolier Club, 2017. Cloth-backed
boards. Fine; Grolier 2000. New York: Grolier
Club, 2000, Publisher's cloth in slipcase. Fine;
and approximately ten smaller-format works,
pamphlets, and facsimiles.
C Private Collection of Barbara and Ira Lipman
$100-150
60
[HALE, EDWARD EVERETT]
The Man without a Country. Boston: Ticknor
and Fields, 1865. First separate edition.
Publisher's printed wrappers. 6 3/8 x 4 1/4
inches (17 x 11 cm); 23 pp., without the tipped-in
publisher's slip found in some copies. Split and
small losses to upper wrapper at lower spine,
small losses to corners, lightly dust soiled, a
signature removed from the wrapper, remnant of
newspaper clipping to copyright, the E. Hubert
Litchfield copy with his bookplate.
Hale's classic written to arouse patriotism during
the height of the Civil War. This copy sold in the
Edward Hubert Litchfield sale, Parke Bernet, 3-5
December 1951, lot 474.
C Private Collection of Barbara and Ira Lipman
$1,500-2,500

Sale Date - 11/16/2022

61
HAWTHORNE, NATHANIEL
Fanshawe, A Tale. Boston: Putnam and Hunt
for Marsh & Capen, 1828. First edition of the
author's first book, with fine provenance. Original
brown paper boards backed with purple muslin
with printed paper spine label, housed in a green
morocco pull off case. 7 1/2 x 4 5/8 inches (29 x
12 cm); 141 pp., with original blanks. An
unrestored copy in original condition. The boards
with old stains and spotting, the text block
detaching from spine, the endpapers loose,
some spotting to text worst at the upper
extremity of a few leaves, the pastedown with
two booklabels and one bookplate, see note.
Provenance: Frank Maier, with his bookplate to
pastedown; Corlandt Bishop, with his booklabel
to pastedown, sold in his sale Anderson, 8 April
1938, lot 967; laid-in is a typed note signed from
David Randall, then head of Scribner's rare
books division, describing the superiority of this
copy, providing prices of other copies sold from
1925-1938, and advising against restoration;
John Insley Blair, with his "Blairhame" booklabel
to pastedown; this copy sold Christie's New
York, 13 December 2016, lot 221
An exceedingly rare unrestored first edition of
Nathaniel Hawthorne's first book, with very fine
provenance. Written while a student at Bowdoin,
the work sold poorly and a warehouse fire
destroyed many copies. Hawthorne is known to
have destroyed all unsold copies and other
copies he could recover, he later even denied
writing the book. At the time of the Cortlandt
Bishop auction in 1938, this copy was described
as "probably the finest copy known." We trace
few copies at auction. BAL 7570; Clark A1.1
C Private Collection of Barbara and Ira Lipman
$20,000-30,000
62
HAWTHORNE, NATHANIEL
Twice-Told Tales. Boston: American Stationers
Co., 1837. First edition. Original black cloth
stamped with quatrefoil ornament in blind, the
spine gilt lettered, housed in a cloth slipcase. 8 x
4 3/4 inches (20 x 12 cm); 334 pp., with two ad
leaves at front and the ad catalogue at end.
Small losses to spine tips and board extremity,
slightly cocked, the hinges strengthened, some
spotting within.
First edition of Hawthorne's second book, the
first to bear his name, one of 1000 copies. The
stories had already appeared in periodicals,
hence the name, but the tales were of great
influence to many including Poe who noted that
their "style is purity itself." BAL 7581, Clark A2.1;
Grolier American 44.
C Private Collection of Barbara and Ira Lipman
$800-1,200
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HOCKNEY, DAVID
Hockney's Alphabet. London: Faber & Faber,
1991. Copy 178 of 250 numbered copies for
sale. Bound in quarter vellum with handmade
Fabriano Roma paper sides, housed in matching
box. 12 5/8 x 9 5/8 inches (32 x 24.5 cm);
illustrated and signed by David Hockney and
signed by the following contributors: Douglas
Adams, Martin Amis, Julian Barnes, William
Boyd, Margaret Drabble, Patrick Leigh Fermor,
William Golding, Seamus Heaney, David
Hockney, Kazuo Ishiguro, Erica Jong, Doris
Lessing, Norman Mailer, Ian McEwan, Arthur
Miller, Iris Murdoch, Nigel Nicolson, John Julius
Norwich, Joyce Carol Oates, V.S. Pritchett, Craig
Raine, Susan Sontag, Stephen Spender, and
John Updike. Four living contributors (Anthony
Burgess, Ted Hughes, Paul Theroux and Gore
Vidal) did not sign; T.S. Eliot (d. 1965) could not
sign. Fine copy.
This book was published to raise money for
people living with AIDS. The book contains the
26 letters of the alphabet plus "&," each
accompanied by a poem or short text with a fullpage illustration by Hockney.
C Private Collection of Barbara and Ira Lipman
$1,500-2,500
64
[IRVING, WASHINGTON]
A History of New York, From the Beginning of
the World to the End of the Dutch Dynasty...
by Diedrich Knickerbocker. New York and
Philadelphia: Inskeep & Bradford; Boston:
William M'Ilhenney, and others, 1809. Two
volumes, first edition, the Litchfield copy.
Contemporary tree calf, gilt ruled and numbered
spines, red leather spine labels lettered in gilt,
slight variations in calf and decorations, in
quarter brown morocco slipcases with chemises.
7 x 4 inches (17.5 x 10.5 cm) with vol II slightly
shorter; vol I: xxii, [1], 268 pp., vol II: [2], 258 pp.,
with the rare folding plate of New Amsterdam in
1640 after Danckerts. Wear to calf, mostly at
extremities, toning and occasional spotting to
contents, vol. I rebacked, later leather spine
label, text block a bit tight, short splits at folds
and creasing at bottom of folding plate, vol II with
crack at head of joints and repaired crack at
head of spine, hinges cracked but sound, lacking
end leaf, early ownership signature of Dr.
George D. Foulke on title page of vol. I, armorial
bookplate of Edward Hubert Litchfield on
pastedowns of both volumes.

65
[IRVING, WASHINGTON]
KNICKERBOCKER, DIEDRICH. A History of
New York from the Beginning of the World to
the End of the Dutch Dynasty... New York: The
Grolier Club, 1886. One of 175 copies. Two
volumes. Brown morocco backed boards by
Zaehnsdorf, the spines gilt lettered, the top edge
gilt, others uncut. 9 x 6 inches (22 x 15 cm);
frontispieces in three states. The bindings
rubbed and nicked along spines, hinges loose,
lightly toned, small booklabels.
C Private Collection of Barbara and Ira Lipman
$100-200
66
IRVING, WASHINGTON
The Sketch Book of Geoffrey Crayon, Gent.
No. I [-VII]. New York: C.S. Van Winkle, 18191820. First edition, first printing, bound from the
original parts, the Litchfield copy. Seven parts in
one. Contemporary tree calf rebacked preserving
spine strip, the covers with a tooled border in gilt,
the spine tooled and lettered in gilt, housed in a
cloth case. 8 1/4 x 5 inches (21 x 13 cm); with all
first issue points per BAP, this copy bound
without wrappers, the final blank in Part I, the slip
in Part II, or ad leaf in Part V (the last two not
issued in all copies). A very fine copy with the
text quite clean, repair to upper gutter corner of
title and lower gutter corner of first leaf, the
binding rebacked as noted and lightly rubbed but
very attractive and sound overall, a few stray
stains or spots, faint ownership signature dated
1819 to title, pencil signature to title of Part IV,
the Edward Hubert Litchfield copy with
bookplate.
The first edition of The Sketch Book of Geoffrey
Crayon, including Washington Irving's two most
beloved stories Rip Van Winkle and The Legend
of Sleepy Hollow. This copy sold in the Edward
Hubert Litchfield sale, Parke Bernet, 3-5
December 1951, lot 544. BAL 10106; Grolier
American 100, 31.
C Private Collection of Barbara and Ira Lipman
$7,000-10,000

Washington Irving's satirical history of New York
City, published here in the first edition under his
pseudonym Dietrich Knickerbocker, is often
styled the first great book of comic literature
written by an American. Irving began writing his
History in response to Mitchell's 1807 A Picture
of new York. This copy belonged to Edward
Hubert Litchfield, and was sold in his sale at
Parke Bernet on 3-5 December, 1951. It was
then purchased by Clendenin J. Ryan and sold
at his sale, also at Parke Bernet, on 28-29
October 1958.
C Private Collection of Barbara and Ira Lipman
$2,000-3,000

Sale Date - 11/16/2022
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JEFFERSON, THOMAS
Letter signed ("Th: Jefferson"), to the Bristol
(England) mercantile house of Farell and
Jones, regarding the settlement of the estate
of John Wayles, his father-in-law. 9 1/2 x 7 3/8
inches (24 x 18.75 cm); 4 pp., about 1800 words
on a bifolium (now separated into two leaves) the
text written in a neat and formal clerical hand,
Charles City, Virginia, 9 July 1773, integral
address at foot of last page in Jefferson's hand;
accompanied by a document signed ("Th:
Jefferson"). 8 1/2 x 7 1/4 inches (21.5 x 18.5
cm); 1 p., this headed in Jefferson's hand
"Invoice of goods to be sent to the Executor of
John Wayles." The three leaves above are
housed with collateral materials (a transcription
etc.) in a half blue morocco folding-case, red
morocco spine labels. Usual folds, the bifolium
now separated into two leaves at central fold,
with expert repairs to the horizontal fold
separations. Some fading to spine of case.
Jefferson outlines to creditors his plans for
settling his father-in-law's estate. Jefferson
was demonstrably no friend to the English
traders and merchants, to whom the Virginia
planters were, as a class, hugely indebted. He
felt, not without justification, that they entrapped
planters by manipulating tobacco crop prices to
ensure that debts persisted, sometimes for
generations. However, in the case of his fatherin-law's estate, a large portion of the debts came
from costs associated with the importation of 150
slaves, the cargo of the slave ship The Prince of
Wales, a transaction from which Farell and
Jones appear to have in fact made no profit, a
point which Jefferson underlines in these pages.
The unfortunates on that vessel had been sold
by Wayles's partner Richard Randolph to
planters and slave merchants, from whom the
collection of payments became extremely difficult
during the American Revolution. In this
extraordinarily detailed and lawyerly letter,
possibly dictated to one of the clerks at his law
practice (which in 1773 was still very much
extant), Jefferson composes an extensive
exposition of the circumstances surrounding the
estate, and his proposals for settling it.
Please visit Doyle.com for the full description
C Private Collection of Barbara and Ira Lipman
$10,000-15,000

68
[JEFFERSON, THOMAS]
GARRETT, WENDELL. Monticello and the
Legacy of Thomas Jefferson: with
Architectural Drawings from the Historic
American Building Survey. [Newburgh, New
York]: Thornwillow Press, 1994. First edition,
number 71 of 250 copies signed by Wendell
Garrett and William L. Beiswanger, who has
annotated the text. Half brown crushed morocco
over brown marbled boards, spine lettered gilt,
marbled endpapers, clamshell case. 16 x 11 1/2
inches (41 x 30 mm); title-page printed in red
and black, frontispiece portrait and fifteen
architectural black and white photogravure plates
engraved by Lothar Osterburg, hand-inked and
hand-pulled by Jan Mauler on paper handcrafted
for the edition at the Cardinal Mill, Moravia.
Some minor thumbsoiling at end, wear to case.
C Private Collection of Barbara and Ira Lipman
$300-500
69
[JENKINS, JAMES] (publisher)
The Martial Achievements of Great Britain
and her Allies from 1799 to 1815. London: for
Js. Jenkins by L. Harrison and J.C. Leigh,
[1815]. Full red morocco by Bayntun of Bath,
spine gilt in six compartments, covers with gilt
floral borders, central panels with gilt lozenge
pattern, all edges gilt, gilt dentelles, marbled
endpapers, all edges gilt. 13 5/8 x 11 inches
(34.75 x 28 cm); engraved title with pictorial
vignette, 52 hand-colored aquatint plates
including the engraved dedication leaf with the
hand-colored coat-of-arms of the Duke of
Wellington (1825 watermarks). Unobtrusively
rebacked retaining the original spine, light
binding wear, occasional light offsetting from text
onto plates.
A handsomely bound copy, almost large-paper,
with unusually good coloring. Abbey Life 365;
Tooley 281.
C Private Collection of Barbara and Ira Lipman
$1,000-1,500
70
JOYCE, JAMES
Ulysses. Paris: Shakespeare and Company,
January 1924. The fourth printing, signed and
dated on the front blank by the author "James
Joyce/Paris/7 January 1924." Original white
wrappers printed in blue, housed in a folding
cloth case. 8 1/4 x 6 1/4 inches (21 x 16 cm);
736 pp. The joints repaired, wear and creases to
wrappers, the text brittle and with chips and short
tears to edges of preliminaries, a sound copy of
a fragile book, penciled signature to title.
A signed copy of Joyce's magnum opus, signed
in the month of the fourth printing in January
1924. Slocum and Cahoon A17, noting the
quality of the paper on this printing.
C Private Collection of Barbara and Ira Lipman
$7,000-10,000

Sale Date - 11/16/2022
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[JUDAICA]
CORDES, HENRICIUS. Dissertatio Philologica
De Kabbala Judaeorum, Qvam Benevolo
Amplissimae Facultatis Philosophicae
Indultu In Celeberrima Academia
Rostochiensi Praeses M. Joh. Christianus
Senstius & respondens Henricus Cordes,
Stada-Bremensis, In Auditorio Majori d. 22
April A. 1702. Publicae & Placidiae
Eruditorum Disquisitioni Submittunt. Rostock:
Johann Weppling, 1702. 20th century boards.
First edition. 7 x 5 1/8 inches (18 x 14 cm); 12 ff.
A fresh copy overall.
A rare doctoral dissertation on the Cabala,
referencing Pico de la Mirandola and other
authorities. We note just three copies (BN, Lyon
and Berlin) in WorldCat, no copies in the US.
C Private Collection of Barbara and Ira Lipman
$400-600

74
KEYNES, JOHN MAYNARD
Five volumes. Comprises A Treatise on Money.
London: Macmillan, 1930. First editions, review
copies with slip laid into each volume. Two
volumes, publisher's blue cloth. 8 1/2 x 5 1/4
inches (21.75 x 13.5 cm); xviii, 363 pp.; viii, 424
pp. Minor wear and soiling, in all near fine set;
The Economic Consequences of the Peace
and A Revision of the Treaty. Being a Sequel
to... London: Macmillan, 1919, 1922. Two
volumes, publisher's blue cloth. 8 1/2 x 5 1/4
inches (21.75 x 13.5 cm); viii, 278 pp.; viii, 223,
[1] pp., 6 pp. ads. Covers a bit worn, rubbed,
soiled; and Monetary Reform. London:
Macmillan, 1923. 8 1/2 x 5 1/4 inches (21.75 x
13.5 cm); viii, 209, [1] pp., 2 pp. ads. Light wear,
soiling, name on endpaper in ink.
C Private Collection of Barbara and Ira Lipman
$200-300

72
KARSH, YOUSUF
A Fifty-Year Retrospective. Boston: Little,
Brown and Company, [1983]. First edition, copy
133 of 300 copies signed on the colophon by
Karsh, this with the signed gelatin silver print of
Winston Churchill (this is arguably the most
desirable issue; equal portions of the edition had
images of Churchill, Ernest Hemingway, Georgia
O'Keeffe or Pablo Casals). Three-quarters
publisher's red morocco, housed in the black
cloth clamshell case of issue, the Churchill
photograph sleeved at the front as issued. 11 1/4
x 10 1/4 inches (28.5 x 26.5 cm); 192; [2] pp.; the
photograph 11 x 8 1/2 inches (279 x 217 mm),
signed in ink in margin recto. Fine in fine box.
Approximately 75 copies were offered with the
image of Churchill, making this a rare Churchill
desideratum.
C Private Collection of Barbara and Ira Lipman
$7,000-10,000
73
KEY, FRANCIS SCOTT
Poems of the Late Francis S. Key, Esq.,
Author of "The Star Spangled Banner." New
York: Robert Carter & Brothers, 1857. First
edition and the first book edition of "The Star
Spangled Banner." Original cloth, rebacked
preserving the lower portion of the spine strip but
replacing the upper portion with modern cloth
and lettering. 6 3/4 x 4 1/4 inches (17 x 11 cm);
203, 12 pp. Loss to upper corner of final leaf of
the ad catalogue at rear, rebacked as noted and
the free endpapers renewed, foxing throughout.
The first book appearance of Francis Scott Key's
"The Star Spangled Banner," written during the
War of 1812 and previously only published in
broadside form. This edition features an
introductory letter by Chief Justice R.B. Taney.
BAL 11093; Sabin 37669
C Private Collection of Barbara and Ira Lipman
$500-800
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LAWRENCE, THOMAS EDWARD
Seven Pillars of Wisdom. A Triumph. [London:
Privately printed by Manning Pike and H. J.
Hodgson], 1926. A proof copy (i.e. bound without
the 66 plates, pictorial endpapers, and folding
maps found in regular copies). Original plain
black pigskin, especially bound for the author,
edges black, plain white paper endpapers;
housed in a handsome russet morocco foldingcase by Sangorski & Sutcliffe, the title giltlettered on the upper cover and spine "Proof
Copy / August 1926" gilt-lettered on spine. 9 1/4
x 7 1/8 inches (23.5 x 18 cm, the leaves trimmed
by the binder from the regular size of 25.3 x 19
cm), the text leaves as in regular copies of the
Subscriber's Edition, with woodcut text
illustrations and decorative initials (some of
these illustrations and initials are rather roughly
printed), those at the beginning of each book
printed in red. This copy has the rare woodcut by
Blair Hughes-Stanton illustrating the dedicatory
poem of the Subscriber's Edition pasted to the
verso of the front free endpaper. Its blank
margins have been trimmed, and it is printed on
heavier stock than the india proof paper used in
the four recorded copies bearing it. Extremities
of the original pigskin binding lightly rubbed,
some minor surface discoloration in a few spots
(a waxy residue likely from old leather dressing),
a few minor spots to the extreme lower margin of
the first 200 pp.
This is the author's own proof copy of the
subscriber's edition of Seven Pillars, which was
later given by him to George Bernard Shaw's
wife, Charlotte. It contains a number of
annotations: these include an ink checkmark at
the bottom of pages 119, 176, and 536; plus a
large pencil mark on the inner margin of p. 525,
and a pencilled word "extra" on the inner margin
of p. 527. P.M. O'Brien in his bibliography (A040)
describes this copy: "One copy (23.3 x 18.8 cm.)
bound in black pigskin, all edges black, with no
plates. Thought to be Lawrence's proof copy."
Nine proof copies were noted in a Lawrence
manuscript "History of Seven Pillars" that was
printed in facsimile in Texas Quarterly, 5:3
[Autumn 1962]. In this, Lawrence had a column
of "Proofs: sets of spoiled," with a list of 9
recipients including himself as "A/c Shaw." The
bookseller H. M. Mushlin (in a letter to Dr. Tovee
of 19 August 1963) traced this copy's
provenance: "This copy which is reputed to be
T.E.L.'s copy, was bought by an America[n]
dealer, resident for many years in England,
named Dr. Jacob Schwartz. ... He purchased this
copy with a great deal of [George Bernard] Shaw
material and sold the volume to Stanley Bray,
managing director of Sangorski and Sutcliffe ...
When the University of Texas issued the
enclosed magazine [i.e. the Texas Quarterly
noted above], Schwartz wrote the enclosed to
Stanley [see below] and also enclosed the piece
torn from the magazine which is enclosed
herewith."
Please visit Doyle.com for the full description
C Private Collection of Barbara and Ira Lipman
$30,000-50,000

Sale Date - 11/16/2022
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LAWRENCE, THOMAS EDWARD
The Seven Pillars of Wisdom. A Triumph.
London: Jonathan Cape, 1935. The third
(second complete) edition and the first trade
issue. Full tree calf gilt, red and green leather
spine labels, all edges gilt. 9 5/8 x 7 1/4 inches
(24.5 x 18.5 cm); 672 pp., frontispiece portrait of
a bust of Lawrence, 4 folding maps, 2 facsimiles
(1 double-page), and illustrations throughout,
some in color, by John, Kennington, Roberts,
Lamb, Dobson, Sargent, Young, Gill, Spencer,
Rothenstein, and Carline. Spine slightly faded,
minor scuffing, overall near fine.
C Private Collection of Barbara and Ira Lipman
$300-500
77
LAWRENCE, THOMAS EDWARD
The Seven Pillars of Wisdom. A Triumph.
London: Jonathan Cape, 1935. The third
(second complete) edition and the first trade
issue. Three-quarters brown morocco, cloth
sides, black leather spine labels. 9 3/4 x 7 1/2
inches (25 x 19 cm); 672 pp., frontispiece portrait
of a bust of Lawrence, 4 folding maps, 2
facsimiles (1 double-page), and illustrations
throughout, some in color, by John, Kennington,
Roberts, Lamb, Dobson, Sargent, Young, Gill,
Spencer, Rothenstein, and Carline. Small scuff
to the head of the spine, overall about fine.
C Private Collection of Barbara and Ira Lipman
$300-500
78
LAWRENCE, THOMAS EDWARD
The Seven Pillars of Wisdom. A Triumph.
London: Jonathan Cape, 1935. The third
(second complete) edition and the first trade
issue. Full brown buckram of issue in the
publisher's dust jacket (30 shilling price), top
edge gilt. 10 1/8 x 7 1/2 inches (25.5 x 19 cm);
672 pp., frontispiece portrait of a bust of
Lawrence, 4 folding maps, 2 facsimiles (1
double-page), and illustrations throughout, some
in color, by John, Kennington, Roberts, Lamb,
Dobson, Sargent, Young, Gill, Spencer,
Rothenstein, and Carline. Spine slightly faded,
minor scuffing, overall near fine
Offered with a copy of the first U.S. trade edition,
1935, in a very worn jacket, and The Letters of
T.E. Lawrence, (1928), buckram in a worn
jacket, name in ink on front free endpaper.
C Private Collection of Barbara and Ira Lipman
$200-300
79
LEWIS, SINCLAIR
Main Street. New York: Harcourt, Brace and
Howe, 1920. First edition, first printing, inscribed
on the front blank "To Allan Roos/with the
regards/of Sinclair Lewis/Forest Hills/ June 16,
1922/AND it's a first/edition! SL." Publisher's blue
cloth stamped in orange. The boards slightly
bowed and loose, evidence of old dampstain,
lightly rubbed.
C Private Collection of Barbara and Ira Lipman
$1,000-1,500
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[LIMITED EDITIONS CLUB]
Five illustrated works by the Limited Editions
Club. Comprising: SWIFT, JONATHAN. A
Voyage to Brobdingnag made by Lemuel
Gulliver in the Year MDCCII [&] A Voyage to
Lilliput by Dr. Lemuel Gulliver... New York:
Limited Editions Club, 1950. One of 1500 copies,
both volumes initialled by the designer, Bruce
Rogers. Two volumes, printed boards with red
cloth spine in a slipcase with two compartments.
The first volumes 18 1/2 x 13 1/8 inches (47 x
33.5 cm); the second 3 1/2 x 2 3/8 inches (9 x 6
cm) various paginations. Slipcase a bit worn,
light wear to bindings, the spine of the miniature
with some loss to the gilt; GIBBON. The Decline
& Fall of the Roman Empire, one of 1500
copies, 7 volumes in leather backed boards and
slipcase, some wear to tips; The First Night.
Gilbert and Sullivan, one of 1500 copies, velvet
backed cloth with box of facsimile programs, in
slipcase, fine; TWAIN, MARK. The Prince &
The Pauper, one of 1500 copies signed by
illustrator Clarke Hutton, velvet backed boards in
slipcase, volume fine, stain to case; PAINE,
THOMAS. The Rights of Man, one of 1500
copies signed by illustrator Lynd Ward, cloth in
slipcase, spine lightly faded, a few nicks to case;
And [GOLDEN COCKEREL]. Napoleon's
Memoirs. [London:] The Golden Cockerel Press,
1945. Two volumes. One of 500 sets. Designed
by John Buckland Wright. Original gilt stamped
green cloth, uncut.
C Private Collection of Barbara and Ira Lipman
$300-500
81
[LIMITED EDITIONS CLUB]
Bibliography of the Fine Books Published by
The Limited Editions Club 1929-1985. New
York: The Limited Editions Club, 1985. First
edition, number 282 of 800 copies. Finely bound
in half Nigeran goatskin over marbled boards,
the spine lettered in gilt, uncut, slipcase. 13 1/2 x
9 1/2 inches (34 x 24 cm); 182 pp. Fine;
Together with Great and Good Books: A
Bibliographical Catalogue of the Limited
Editions Club, 1929-1985. Chicago: Ralph
Geoffrey Newman, 1989. Complied by Ralph
Geoffrey Newman & Glen Norman Wiche. First
edition, number 65 of 500 signed copies. Original
cloth, slipcase. Fine.
C Private Collection of Barbara and Ira Lipman
$100-200

Sale Date - 11/16/2022
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LONGFELLOW, HENRY
Ballads and Other Poems. Cambridge: John
Owen, 1842. First edition, first issue with the
quotation marks after the first line on p. 34 and
the small "t" in the last line on p. 88, the Blair
copy. Original glazed paper boards, skillfully
rebacked, housed in a brown morocco backed
slipcase. 7 1/8 x 4 1/2 inches (18.25 x 11.25 cm);
half-title, 132 pp. Rubbing and wear to boards
and endpapers, rebacked, contents with
scattered light foxing throughout, 1 1/4 inch tear
to bottom of leaf at pp. 67-68, old pencil
ownership inscription to blank stating "Mr.
Crafts/From the Author," this likely in the hand of
the recipient, Boston merchant Royal Altamont
Crafts, the pastedown with the green leather
book label of Blairhame.
Ballads and Other Poems is considered
Longfellow's rarest book of poetry, one of about
350 copies printed, and it is especially so in its
original binding. This copy sold Christie's 14
December 2016, lot 247. BAL 12070.
C Private Collection of Barbara and Ira Lipman
$800-1,200
83
LONGFELLOW, HENRY
Evangeline. A Tale of Arcadie. Boston: Ticknor
and Company, 1847. First edition, first state, with
"Long" on p. 61 and 4 pp. publisher's catalog
dated October 1, 1847, the Blair copy.
Publisher's glazed light yellow paper boards,
printed paper spine label, housed in a custom
cloth clamshell case. 7 1/4 x 4 5/8 inches (18 x
11.75 cm); 163pp., with 4 pp. ads at beginning.
Light soiling, some wear to extremities, front joint
and hinge cracked but the sewing is sound,
backstrip detatched from front board, rear joint
starting, contents generally fresh with an
occasional pale spot, old gift inscription, two
fragments of a letter from the firm Thomas J.
Gannon, Inc. (probably 1940s) offering the copy
for $950 laid-in, with the Blairhame book label.
The first edition, first state of Longfellow's epic
poem Evangeline is exceedingly rare, with only
about ten copies known, and this example,
unrestored in it's original binding, even more so.
This copy sold Christie's 14 December 2016, lot
247. BAL 12089; Wilson 224.
C Private Collection of Barbara and Ira Lipman
$1,000-1,500
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LONGFELLOW, HENRY
The Seaside and Fireside. Boston: Ticknor,
Reed and Fields, 1850. First edition. In the "GiltExtra" purple cloth with elaborately gilt stamped
covers and spine, yellow coated endpapers, all
edges gilt. 7 x 4 1/4 inches (18 x 11 cm); 141
pp., (the ads not issued in the Gilt-Extra binding).
A very fine copy in the most elaborate binding,
neat ink inscription at front dated January 1850,
small embossed stamp to upper corner of
pastedown, very lightly rubbed, acquired from
Ursus Rare Books BAL 12099; Together with
The Song of Hiawatha. Boston: Ticknor and
Fields, 1855. First edition, first printing per
Blanck, ads dated November 1855, Publisher's
cloth. Slightly cocked, a few nicks to spine. BAL
12112.
C Private Collection of Barbara and Ira Lipman
$400-600
85
LONGFELLOW, HENRY
The Song of Hiawatha. Boston: Ticknor and
Fields, 1855. First American edition, first printing,
the Blair copy. Publisher's brown gilt lettered
cloth, housed in a cloth slipcase. 7 x 4 1/2
inches; 316 pp., ads dated "November 1855"
inserted between the endpapers at rear. A very
fine and bright copy, the front endpaper with a
small loss at edge, very clean within, one small
bump to corner of cloth and very lightly rubbed at
corners, almost as new, the Blair copy with the
green morocco Blairhame booklabel to
pastedown.
The very fine Blair copy of the first printing of
Longfellow's The Song of Hiawatha. The book
with the following first issue points: "In the Moon"
on p. 32, line 11; "Wahonomin" for "Wahonowin"
on p. 39, line 11; "Dove" for "Dived" on p. 96, line
7; "Cooed the Omemee" for "Cooed the pigeon"
on p. 278, line 4 up; the "n" in "one" on p. 279,
line 5 up is present (no priority in BAL); the ads
dated November 1855. This copy sold Christie's
14 December 2016, lot 248. BAL 12112.
C Private Collection of Barbara and Ira Lipman
$400-600

86
LONGFELLOW, HENRY
The Courtship of Miles Standish. Boston:
Ticknor & Fields, 1858. First edition, first issue,
with a letter from Longfellow, laid-in, the very fine
Blair copy. Publisher's cloth decorated in blind,
the spine lettered in gilt, housed in a morocco
backed slipcase. 7 3/8 x 4 1/2 inches (19 x 11.5
cm); 215 pp., with the "Waverley Novels" ad leaf
tipped-in at front and the ads at rear dated
October 1858, the text with "The revel of the
treacherous wine" on p. 124. A very fine copy, a
small neat early ownership signature on the
pastedown has offset to the Waverly ad, with the
green morocco booklabel of Blairhame.
A very fine first edition of Longfellow's epic poem
of Colonial America. The letter laid-in, dated from
Cambridge in 1868, thanks the recipient for the
gift of a book and accompanying music and
looks forward to hearing the song performed.
Scarce in such condition. This copy sold
Christie's 14 December 2016, lot 249. BAL
12122.
C Private Collection of Barbara and Ira Lipman
$700-1,000
87
MARKHAM, EDWIN
The Man with the Hoe. San Francisco: A.M.
Robertson, 30 March 1899. First book edition
(preceded by newspaper publication, see
additional item), with a signed quotation from the
author tipped-in. Original stitched pamphlet laidinto its original printed jacket, the inner cover of
which bears the tipped-in signed quotation, also
with the printed portion of the original envelope
in which the work was mailed, all housed in a
blue morocco chemise and slipcase. 7 1/4 x 5
1/2 inches (18 x 14 cm); 8 pp., printed in black
and red, with an Art Nouveau style strapwork
around the text. The pamphlet fine with only
minor thumbsoiling, the jacket toned and with a
tissue repair to fold, the chemise with the
booklabels of Frank Hogan and Hannah D.
Rabinowitz; Together with The Man with the
Hoe as published in the San Francisco
Sunday Examiner. San Francisco: W.R. Hearst,
circa 15 January 1899. A four-page supplement
to the newspaper devoted to the poem, printed in
green and gold, 4 pp., housed in a blue morocco
backed slipcase. 14 x 10 1/2 inches (36 x 27
cm). Toned and with small stains and minor
edgewear.
A fine copy of the scarce and ephemeral first
book form edition of Markham's poem, inspired
by the French paintings of farmers by JeanFrancois Millet. The inscription from Markham,
dated 1909, offers a quotation from the poem
"Whose was the hand that slanted back this
brow?/Whose breath blew out the light within this
brain?"
C Private Collection of Barbara and Ira Lipman
$400-600

Sale Date - 11/16/2022
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[MASSACHUSETTS-ADAMS, JOHN]
A Constitution or Frame of Government,
Agreed upon by the Delegates of the People
of the State of Massachusetts-Bay, in
Convention, begun and held at Cambridge on
the first of September, 1779, and continued
by adjournments to the second of March,
1780. [Revised and corrected]. Boston:
Benjamin Edes & Sons, 1780. The first printing
of the ratified Constitution of Massachusetts.
Later tan calf over patterned boards, the spine
gilt lettered. 8 1/4 x 5 inches (21 x 13 cm); [3]-43,
without half-title counted in the pagination.
Bookplate of John Carter Brown with release
stamp to bookplate and verso of title and to
verso of final text leaf, hinge split at end, quire B
weakly printed, spotting and toning, wear to joint.
This is the revised issue of the first
Massachusetts State Constitution. John Adams
was an important contributor, and the
Massachusetts constitution greatly influenced
the documents ratified by the other states as well
as the U.S. Constitution. Evans 16845; Sabin
45691.
C Private Collection of Barbara and Ira Lipman
$800-1,200
89
[MATISSE, HENRI]
BARR, ALFRED. Matisse: His Art and His
Public. New York: Museum of Modern Art, 1951.
Number 431 of 495 copies signed by Barr and
with an original lithograph by Matisse bound-in.
Publisher's cloth in original dust jacket and
slipcase. 10 x 7 1/2 inches (19 x 16 cm); 591 pp.,
illustrated, original lithograph at front. A very fine
copy with only minor wear to jacket and slipcase,
booklabel of Joseph H. Hirshhorn.
C Private Collection of Barbara and Ira Lipman
$300-500
90
[MATISSE, HENRI]
Catalogue Raisonne de L'Oeuvre Grave...
Paris 1983. Two volumes. Original cloth. 13 x 10
inches (33 x 26 cm); illustrated. Ownership
signature, else fine; Together with nine other
titles on Matisse, including the two-volume set
by Louis Aragon Henri Matisse: A Novel, in dust
jackets and slipcase, and others in wrappers or
hardcover. Booklabels and possible markings.
C Private Collection of Barbara and Ira Lipman
$200-400
91
MILNE, A.A. and SHEPARD, E.H.
Set of the Pooh books in wooden stand.
Norwalk, CT: Easton Press, 1985. Four volumes
comprising Winnie-the-Pooh, The House at Pooh
Corner, When We Were Very Young, and Now
We Are Six. Each volume in full gilt leather with
character designs in gilt to the covers, with
reproductions of the original endpapers to each
and with the illustrations by Shepard, the
volumes displayed in the original fitted wooden
stand. 8 x 5 inches (20 x 13 cm). Fine.
C Private Collection of Barbara and Ira Lipman
$100-200

Sale Date - 11/16/2022
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MONOPOLY
DARROW, CHARLES. An early Monopoly
"White Box" Game Set. [Germantown, PA:
Charles Darrow, 1934]. An early original
Monopoly game set, copyrighted 1933 on the
game board and with imprint to the rules sheet.
The game board, hotels, dice, cards and scrip
money all in the printed white box of issue, the
entirety housed in a fine blue morocco backed
clamshell case with gilt lettering. The box overall
20 1/2 x 22 inches (52 x 56 cm). Splits and some
wear to the original box, acquired from James
Cummins Bookseller, a very fine set in a
wonderful state of preservation and attractively
presented.
A rare "White Box" Monopoly set from 1933, the
first commercially available Monopoly game
before inventor Charles Darrow sold the game to
Parker Brothers in 1935. Within the fragile
original box the set contains a folding game
board (opening to about 20 x 20 inches); the
printed game rules "How to Play Monopoly/1934
Rules"; 32 green wooden hotels; 12 red wooden
hotels; 2 wooden dice; 16 Community Chest
cards; 16 Chance cards; 28 Property Deed
cards; and scrip money in various colors and
denominations. Darrow originally produced
homemade versions of Monopoly before
securing its copyright in 1933 and began
manufacturing "White Box" sets such as this
which were sold at Wanamaker's Department
Store in Philadelphia.
C Private Collection of Barbara and Ira Lipman
$1,000-1,500
93
MORTON, NATHANIEL
New-England's Memorial: or, A Brief Relation
of the most Memorable and Remarkable
Passages of the Providence of God
Manifested to the Planters of New-England in
America. Boston: Reprinted by John Allen, for
Nicholas Boone, 1721. Second edition, the
Brinley copy. Later full green morocco, the spine
tooled and lettered in gilt, marbled endpapers, all
edges gilt, slipcase. 6 x 4 inches (15 x 10 cm);
[10], 248, [2] pp., with the final leaf advertising
the Pharmacopoia Londinensis, often lacking. A
pleasing copy overall, the title and several leaves
extended, likely washed, with the Brinley label
numbered 329 to the pastedown.
A rare and important history of New England.
This second edition adds A Supplement to NewEngland's Memorial. By Another Hand which is
attributed to Josiah Cotton by Evans, and brings
the history to 1691. This copy was described as
"very scarce" when sold in the 1879 auction of
the George Brinley collection. Sabin 51013;
Evans 2266.
C Private Collection of Barbara and Ira Lipman
$4,000-6,000
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[MONROE, MARILYN]
Two sets of Redi-Slip Playing Cards with
photography after Tom Kelly. Circa 1950s,
both sets from "limited printings" by Brown &
Bigelow of St. Paul. Two complete decks of
playing cards housed in the original velveteen
case of issue, the card backs with Tom Kelly's
nude photographs of Monroe, the poses known
as Golden Dreams and The New Wrinkle. Wear
to case, one joker with markings, some light
handling wear, sold as is.
C Private Collection of Barbara and Ira Lipman
$100-200
95
[MONROE, MARILYN]
[DE DIENES, ANDRE]. Marilyn.
Koln/London/New York: Taschen, 2002. Number
7628 from the limited edition. Original cloth, with
two separate booklets, housed in the fitted box of
issue (replicating a Kodak film box). The box 19
1/2 x 16 inches (49 x 41 cm); profusely illustrated
with color and black and white reproductions of
De Dienes photographs of Monroe. Fine but with
some discolor to the cloth caused by the bookpull ribbon in the box, some light wear to box.
C Private Collection of Barbara and Ira Lipman
$100-150
96
OBAMA, BARACK
Dreams from my Father. A Story of Race and
Inheritance New York: Times Books, 1995. First
edition, first printing, with "First Edition" stated on
the copyright page and with the number line
ending in "2", standard practice for Random
House first printings, the correct price of $23.00
on front flap. Cloth-backed boards in dust jacket.
9 1/4 x 6 1/8 inches (23.5 x 15.5 cm); xii, 403, [1]
pp. A fine copy.
C Private Collection of Barbara and Ira Lipman
$400-600
97
[OHIO]
HARRIS, THADDEUS MASON. The Journal of
a Tour into the Territory Northwest of the
Alleghany Mountains, Made in the Spring of
the Year 1803 with a Geographical and
Historical Account of the State of Ohio.
Boston: Printed by Manning & Loring, 1805. First
edition. Modern three-quarters calf to period
style, the spine with a red morocco lettering
label. 9 x 5 1/2 inches (23 x 14 cm); 271 pp. with
4 (of 5) plates and maps (lacks the map of Ohio),
an uncut copy. Toned and spotted and with stray
stains, the title and first leaves irregularly
darkened, two small punctures to title, the plates
brittle, a fragile copy.
C Private Collection of Barbara and Ira Lipman
$200-400

Sale Date - 11/16/2022
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[PENNSYLVANIA QUAKERS]
[SMITH, WILLIAM]. A Brief View of the
Conduct of Pennsylvania for the Year 1755;
So far as it affected the general service of the
British Colonies, particularly the expedition
under the late General Braddock. With an
Account of the Shocking Inhumanities
Committed by Incursions of the Indians upon
the Province... London: R. Griffiths, sold by Mr.
Bradford in Philadelphia, 1756. First edition.
Later three-quarters burgundy morocco over
marbled boards, the spine gilt lettered, marbled
endpapers. 8 x 5 inches (20 x 13 cm); 88 pp.
Dust soiling to first and last leaves, a few gouges
to the gutter of the title page, spotting, the joints
and extremities rubbed and the front endpaper
detaching.
An attack on the Pennsylvania Quakers, whom
Smith asserts are an assistance to the French in
the Seven Years' War. Evans 101925(?); Howes
S687; Sabin 84594; Streeter sale 2:962.
C Private Collection of Barbara and Ira Lipman
$700-1,000
99
[PHILADELPHIA]
KING, MOSES. Philadelphia & Notable
Philadelphians. New York: Moses King, 1901.
First edition. Publisher's decorated cloth. Folio.
15 x 10 inches (38 x 26 cm); 106 pp., illustrations
after photographs. Hinges strengthened and spin
tips restored.
C Private Collection of Barbara and Ira Lipman
$50-100

100
PINCKNEY, CHARLES COTESWORTH
Autograph letter signed. Charleston: 22 March
1793. A three page letter on the recto and verso
of a bifolium of watermarked laid-paper, signed
in full "Charles Cotesworth Pinckney." 8 x 6 1/2
inches (21 x 16 cm). A few spots, small loss at
gutter affecting a few words on the second page,
toned, the signature dark.
South Carolina statesman Charles Cotesworth
Pinckney here writes Joseph Clay and Joseph
Habersham regarding a financial matter in an
estate. Pinckney was a delegate to the
Constitutional Convention and a signer of the
United States Constitution.
C Private Collection of Barbara and Ira Lipman
$400-600
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POE, EDGAR ALLAN
The Raven and Other Poems. [Bound with:]
Tales. Both works New York: Wiley and Putnam,
1845. First editions, though later issues; Tales
bears the third issue of the copyright notice.
Publisher's dark green cloth, covers stamped in
blind, spine lettered in gilt, housed in a slipcase
and chemise. 7 1/2 x 5 1/8 inches (27 x 12.75
cm); blank leaf, viii, 91, [1] pp., 4 pp. ads; blank
leaf, vi, 228 pp., 4 pp. ads. Spine and board
edges worn with loss at spine ends and joints,
scattered foxing and soiling as usual, somewhat
shaken.
Wiley and Putnam issued both titles separately,
but bound the two together for additional appeal
to readers. The Raven is bound first in this copy
(the order varies); that work is arguably the
widest read and best-known in the American
canon. Tales includes "The "The Black Cat",
"The Fall of the House of Usher", "The Descent
Into the Maelstrom" and other tales of horror and
adventure, as well as the three Dupin stories: "...
the first important book of detective stories, the
first and greatest, the cornerstone of
cornerstones...the highest of all high
spots...contains for the first time in book form all
three Dupin stories" (Queen's Quorum 1).
C Private Collection of Barbara and Ira Lipman
$4,000-6,000
102
[PRESIDENTS]
Collection of signed books and an interesting
newspaper showing Nixon in China.
Comprising: BUSH, GEORGE, W. Decision
Points. New York: Crown, [2010]. First edition, a
signed copy from the limited edition. Cloth in
slipcase, fine; BUSH, GEORGE. H.W. All the
Best, George Bush. Norwalk: Easton Press,
1990. Signed first limited edition. Modern
leatherette, fine, with booklabel; CARTER,
JIMMY. Keeping Faith. New York: Bantam,
1982. The signed limited edition. Leatherette in
slipcase, fine; CARTER, JIMMY. Living Faith.
Norwalk: Easton Press, [1998]. The signed
Collector's Edition. Leatherette, fine; NIXON,
RICHARD. Leaders. New York: Warner, [1982].
The first signed limited edition. Leatherette, fine;
NIXON, RICHARD. The Memoirs of... New
York: Grosset & Dunlap, [1978]. The signed first
limited edition. Leatherette, fine; NIXON,
RICHARD. 1999: Victory without War. New
York; Simon and Schuster, [1988]. The signed
limited edition. Cloth in slipcase, soiling to
slipcase; And a 1972 Peking printed
newspaper with images of Nixon and Mao.
Peking, China: 1972. Broadsheet newspaper
with various images of Nixon's visit, with copies
of related correspondence, housed in a folding
morocco backed case, the newspaper folded,
the case with the booklabel of James Strohn
Copley The lot 8 items.
C Private Collection of Barbara and Ira Lipman
$500-800
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PURCHAS, SAMUEL
Purchas his Pilgrimes. In five bookes. [with:]
Purchase his Pilgrimage. London: William
Stansby for Henrie Featherstone, 1625-26. First
edition of the Pilgrimes and the fourth edition (as
usual) of the Pilgrimage, second issue (with the
dedication to King Charles I). Together five
volumes. Full dark blue morocco by W. Pratt, the
covers with central gilt arabesques, the spines
lettered in gilt with raised bands, gilt turn-ins,
marbled endpapers, all edges gilt. 13 x 8 1/4
inches (33 x 20 cm). Pagination: Volume I: [ii],
[xxxiv], 1-186, [ii blank], [viii], 1-748, [xxiv] pp.;
Volume II: [iv], 749-1860, [xl] pp.; Volume III:
[xxvi], 1-1140, [lxviii] pp.; Volume IV: [vi], 1141[1974], [xl] pp.; Volume V: [xl], 1-1048, [xxxvi] pp.
The set complete with half-title and 7 folding or
double-page maps, listed here by volume:
Volume I with the engraved title in the second
state dated 1625 (with the altered title Hakluytus
Posthumus); all the noted pagination errors; the
blank at R4; the first issue of pages 65 and 115
with "Hondius his Map of the Christian World"
repeated; the headline of p. 704 (4M4v) reading
"Hollanders lying deuices, to disgrace the
English"; the full-sheet engraved map of East
India inserted between 4B2 and 3; numerous
other engraved maps in the text along with
woodcut diagrams, illustrations, and exotic
alphabets. Volume II with numerous engraved
maps and illustrations in text, woodcut illustration
of a zebra, woodcut printer's device on colophon
leaf. Volume III with 3 full-sheet engraved maps
of China, Greenland with whaling vignettes, and
North America, numerous engraved maps in the
text, woodcut facsimiles of Mexican codices.
Volume IV with 2 full-sheet engraved maps being
Smith's Virginia (in Burden's 10th state), and the
map of New England and Canada. Volume V,
the Pilgrimage, with full-sheet engraved map of
China, numerous engraved maps and one
engraved illustration in the text. The engraved
title and several other leaves remargined or with
marginal repair, the map of Virginia laid to linen,
with some spotting and with the extremities of
the image provided in facsimile, the map of
Canada reguarded and with a few stray stains,
faint ink signatures dated 1665 to the upper
margin of three title pages, bound without blanks
(excepting the blank in volume I), some light
rubbing to extremities and joints.
Please visit Doyle.com for the full description
C Private Collection of Barbara and Ira Lipman
$35,000-50,000
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[RAND, AYN]
Release Dialogue Script of Rand's 1936 play
"The Night of January the 16th". [Los
Angeles:] Paramount Pictures, 29 May 1941. A
staple bound typescript on long sheets with title
leaf describing this as a "Release Dialogue
Script," about 100 pages in reel format, with an
inked name, Paramount stamp and red crayon
markings to the title sheet. 14 x 8 3/4 inches (36
x 22 cm). The leaves becoming detached from
staples, thumbsoiling and minor creases to first
leaf, markings to title as noted.
This is the dialogue script for the 1941 film
version of Ayn Rand's 1936 play of the same
title. The film regards a murder that takes place
following the discovery of the embezzlement of
20 million dollars. The film starred Robert
Preston and Ellen Drew and was not well
received upon release.
C Private Collection of Barbara and Ira Lipman
$100-200
105
REAGAN, RONALD
Two signed volumes. Comprising: Speaking
my Mind. Collected Speeches. New York:
Simon & Schuster, [1989]. First edition, number
363 of 5000 copies signed by Reagan. Full gilt
stamped blue leatherette with the Presidential
seal; Fine; and An American Life. New York:
Simon & Schuster, [1990]. First edition, number
77 of 5000 copies signed by Reagan. Full gilt
stamped blue leatherette with the Presidential
seal. Fine.
C Private Collection of Barbara and Ira Lipman
$1,000-1,500

106
[REFERENCE & COLLECTING]
Group of works on Americana and collecting
topics. Comprising: Three leather bound deluxe
issue catalogues from the William Reese
Company, including The Revolutionary Hundred,
The Federal Hundred, and The Best of the West,
each one of 12 specially bound copies bearing a
gift inscription to Ira A. Lipman from Bill Reese;
six additional cloth bound catalogues from the
William Reese Company including duplicates of
those previously listed and others; the cloth
bound volume Bill Reese Memorial: A Life Well
Lived; Clarence Brigham's Paul Revere's
Engravings, first edition, 1954, cloth in jacket;
two copies of Printing and the Mind of Man, both
second editions, cloth in jacket; Howes'
U.S.IANA, second edition, cloth; John Blew's
The Lives and Work of Wright and Zoe Howes
and the Story of U.S.IANA, second edition, cloth;
Printing and the Brain of Man. The Sixteenth
Century Brain. Selections from the Collection of
Eugene S. Flam, Grolier Club, new in shrinkwrap; Axelrod's Collecting Historic Documents,
1984, boards; and the following illustrated
reference works on the Revolutionary Era, most
cloth in dust jacket: Revolution: Mapping the
Road to American Independence; The George
Washington Collection; The Stars and Stripes;
Benjamin Franklin: Writer and Printer; A Grand
Old Flag; 1776; George Washington's America:
A Biography through Maps; and Dining With the
Washingtons. Some light wear and markings but
generally fine copies, sold as is.
William S. Reese (1955-2018) was America's
preeminent dealer of Americana and a great
scholar and bibliographer. Ira A. Lipman was a
passionate Americana collector and these
specially bound limited issue catalogues of many
of the finest items sourced and collected by both
are certainly notable.
C Private Collection of Barbara and Ira Lipman
$700-1,000
107
ROCKEFELLER, JOHN D.
A Visit to Mr. John D. Rockefeller by
Neighbors and Friends at Forest Hill,
Cleveland, Ohio. [Cleveland, Ohio]: 1905. One
of 425 copies, this being no. 168 for Mr. A.B.
Hough, signed (under his portrait) by
Rockefeller. Quarter calf over gray paper over
boards, modern slipcase. 9 3/4 x 7 1/4 inches
(25 x 18.5 cm); [21, 1] text leaves; platinotype
frontispiece portrait with embossed stamp of
photographer George M. Edmondson, 16 pages
of facsimile signatures, presentation sheet laid
in. Likely unobtrusively rebacked, bump to foreedge.
One of the most remarkable aspects of this work
is that the publishers managed to get Rockefeller
to sign all the copies; he consented to do so
"reluctantly" according to the printed sheet laidin. No other book was ever issued signed by
him.
C Private Collection of Barbara and Ira Lipman
$1,000-1,500

Sale Date - 11/16/2022
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[ROCKWELL, NORMAN]
MOFFATT, LAURIE NORTON. Norman
Rockwell: A Definitive Catalogue. Stockbridge:
The Norman Rockwell Museum, 1986. First
edition, signed by the author. Two volumes.
Original cloth, in slipcase. 13 x 9 1/2 inches (33 x
24 cm); illustrated. Booklabel, fine; Together
with three books on Rockwell, being two
biographies and Rockwell's illustrated edition of
Franklin's Poor Richard's Almanac.
C Private Collection of Barbara and Ira Lipman
$300-500
109
ROOSEVELT, ELEANOR
This I Remember. New York: Harper &
Brothers, [1949]. First edition, one of 1000
signed copies. Publisher's cloth with paper label,
later blue cloth slipcase (the book was issued in
a card slipcase). 9 1/4 x 6 1/4 inches (23.5 x 16
cm); xii, 387 pp.; frontispiece. Spine label slightly
toned, spine cloth minutely faded.
C Private Collection of Barbara and Ira Lipman
$300-500

110
ROOSEVELT, THEODORE
A remarkable six-page letter from Roosevelt,
with associated archive, regarding the "Bull
Moose" Party. An archive of 10 letters, 5 from
Roosevelt, the balance described below, all
written to Paul A. Ewert, a Progressive Party
organizer in Missouri. The archive held in a gilt
lettered red morocco folder, the whole housed in
a red morocco backed folding case. The sheets
of the main Roosevelt letter 10 x 8 inches (24 x
20 cm), others smaller, a few original mailing
envelopes present as are a few carbon copies of
Ewert's sent letters. Usual folds and light
thumbsoiling, the main Roosevelt letter with a
few stray stains and a short split to a fold on the
first page touching some manuscript, usual
handling wear but well preserved overall and
now finely presented.
The archive comprising:
ROOSEVELT, THEODORE. Typed letter signed
to Paul Ewert. New York: 5 July 1912. A six page
typed letter signed in full on six sheets of The
Outlook stationery, with many corrections and
amendments in Roosevelt's hand. He opens
discussing the chief participants in the
Republican Convention mentioning President
Taft, Governor Hadley, Senators Cummins and
LaFollette and the Washington, California and
Texas delegations. The most entertaining part of
the letter is a long defense of his drinking habits,
with mention of mint juleps, brandy milkpunches, and the occasional glass of
champagne ("I never drink beer; I never touch
whiskey; I have never drunk a highball or cocktail
in my life.") Roosevelt defends himself vigorously
here and adds in manuscript "I have never been
in the slightest degree under the influence of
liquor." He closes thanking Ewert for his
commitment, comparing those surrounding him
now to the men he allowed to join his Rough
Riders regiment, offering "even in a forlorn hope
it does not do to make your soldiers think that
their commander won't lead them to victory although there are occasions when it is his
highest duty to fight no matter how great the risk
of defeat."
Please visit Doyle.com for the full description
C Private Collection of Barbara and Ira Lipman
$15,000-25,000

Sale Date - 11/16/2022
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SCULL, NICHOLAS
Map of the improved Part of the Province of
Pennsylvania. Philadelphia: Engraved by Jas.
Turner and Printed by John Davis for the Author;
Published & Sold by the Author, Nicholas Scull,
1 January 1759. The first state (before the
addition of text at Nelson's Ferry and a road from
Carlisle to Pine Ford). Large copperplate
engraved map on six separate sheets, with a fine
cartouche with dedication to the Penn brothers,
when joined the sheets form an image
approximately 30 x 60 inches (76 x 152 cm),
each sheet approximately 16 x 21 inches (40.5 x
53 cm); the sheets housed in a fine full red
morocco clamshell case with gilt lettered spine.
In very fine original condition and apparently
never joined or colored, a few short marginal
tears repaired, a few spots and light toning
towards edges, a desirable copy.
A very attractive and unsophisticated copy of
"the first large scale map of Pennsylvania and
one of the most important eighteenth-century
maps engraved in what is now the United States"
(Streeter). Surveyor and cartographer Nicholas
Scull (1700-1762) was the son of a mapmaker of
the same name and is known to have been a
member of Benjamin Franklin's Junto. Scull is
also believed to have been able to speak the
local Delaware Indian language. Scull undertook
his ambitious survey at the time of the French &
Indian War, when there was little settlement in
western Pennsylvania, and the map is a wealth
of known information on towns, Native American
trails and much else. Wroth noted that this is
"The first map of Pennsylvania to be published in
America [and] the most ambitious cartographical
work to come from an American source before
the Revolution." The map is the largest printed in
America in the 18th century. The map is held by
only about a dozen institutions and is
infrequently offered at auction. Evans 8489;
Streeter sale 2:965; Wheat & Brun 423; Sellers &
Van Ee 1294; Phillips, p. 673.
C Private Collection of Barbara and Ira Lipman
$40,000-60,000
112
[SEDITION ACT]
COOPER, THOMAS. An Account of the Trial
of Thomas Cooper, of Northumberland; on a
charge of libel against the President of the
United States. Philadelphia: John Bioren, April
1800. First edition. Modern blue morocco backed
cloth, the spine gilt lettered. 8 1/4 x 4 3/4 inches
(21 x 12 cm); 64 pp. Ink and embossed stamp to
title, inked numerals to verso of title, spotting to
title and some foxing and stains within, repair to
page 25 affecting some text.
Thomas Cooper was a Pennsylvania lawyer and
newspaper editor who after publishing a
broadside critical of President John Adams, was
convicted of violating the Sedition Act of 1798.
Interestingly, while the imprint states this "trial is
said to be printed for the author: this is a
mistake: it is not printed for me. T.C." (last line of
text, p. 64). Evans 37249; Sabin 16608.
C Private Collection of Barbara and Ira Lipman
$1,000-1,500

Sale Date - 11/16/2022
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SHAHN, BEN
The Dreyfus Affair. The Ben Shahn Prints.
Cincinnati: Crossroads, 1984. First edition, one
of 450 sets, this copy 150. Portfolio containing
the book in original grayish-tan paper boards,
with the plates in descriptive paper sleeves. 15
1/4 x 12 inches (38.5 x 31 cm); 26, [2] pp.; eight
pochoirs. The case with spine defects and other
wear, the contents fine.
A work with a long gestation, this originated in
the 1930s as an exhibit in conjunction with
Walker Evans. These prints were created for the
Trianon Press, and were intended for publication
in 1970, but the project was long delayed by the
deaths of Shahn and of Arnold Fawcus, the
proprietor of the Press. The text volume contains
the text of Zola's letter J'Accuse!, and essays by
Shahn's wife Bernarda Bryson Shahn, the
historian Egal Feldman and by Charles
Westheimer. The prints are of Captain Alfred
Dreyfus, Georges Picquart, Paleologue and
Demange, Labori and Picquart, Marie-CharlesFerdinand Walsin-Esterhazy (the real culprit),
Major Armand-Auguste-Ferdinand-Marie Mercier
du Paty de Clam, Fernand Labori, and the
handwriting "experts."
C Private Collection of Barbara and Ira Lipman
$100-200
114
SHAKESPEARE, WILLIAM
The Complete Works of William Shakespeare.
Norwalk, CT: The Easton Press, [1992]. 39
volumes. Full modern dark red leatherette gilt. 11
x 8 inches (29 x 20 cm). Small booklabels, else
fine.
C Private Collection of Barbara and Ira Lipman
$800-1,200

115
SIGNED LITERATURE
Group of signed titles. Comprising:
SANDBURG, CARL. Four signed works, being
Always the Young Strangers, signed first edition,
cloth; Harry Golden's Carl Sandburg, signed by
both, cloth; and two copies of the signed limited
edition The People, Yes, both cloth backed
boards, one in original slipcase, one in a
replacement slipcase; WILDER, THORNTON.
The Eighth Day. Signed limited edition, cloth in
slipcase; BENET, STEPHEN VINCENT. Two
titles, being the signed limited illustrated edition
of The Devil and Daniel Webster, 1937, signed
by both Benet and the illustrator, cloth in
slipcase; and the signed limited edition of John
Brown's Body, 1928, cloth in slipcase; and
MICHENER, JAMES. The Drifters, signed
limited edition, cloth in slipcase. The lot 8
volumes.
C Private Collection of Barbara and Ira Lipman
$500-800
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SIMMS, WILLIAM GILMORE
The Yemassee; A Romance of Carolina. New
York: Harper & Brothers, 1835. First edition, first
issue of volume I with the copyright pasted on
and no ads at rear, volume II with the copyright
in the first state. Two volumes. Original cloth with
paper labels, the first volume in light blue straight
grained cloth, the second volume in a darker
blue pebbled cloth, housed in a green morocco
backed case. 7 1/2 x 4 1/2 inches (19 x 12 cm);
222; 242 pp., ads. Some chips to spine labels
and rubbed areas but the bindings sound and
unrestored, foxing throughout. BAL 18051.
C Private Collection of Barbara and Ira Lipman
$200-400

120
[STREETER SALE]
The Celebrated Collection of Americana. New
York: Parke-Bernet, 1966-70. 8 volumes
(including index) in original boards. Light wear,
all but one in worn glassine, overall a near-fine
set, all volumes but the sixth with prices realized
lists. With the book label of Ira A. Lipman.
C Private Collection of Barbara and Ira Lipman
$200-300

117
[SPACE]
Two signed volumes. Comprising: ALDRIN,
BUZZ and BARNES, JOHN. The Return.
Norwalk: The Easton Press, [2000]. Signed by
Aldrin and Barnes. Modern leatherette.
Booklabel, fine; and GLENN, JOHN. A Memoir.
Norwalk: The Easton Press, [1999]. Signed by
Glenn. Modern leatherette. Booklabel, fine.
C Private Collection of Barbara and Ira Lipman
$300-500

118
[SPANISH-AMERICAN WAR]
MILES V. LYNK. The Black Troopers, or the
Daring Heroism of the Negro Soldiers in the
Spanish-American War. Jackson, T.N.: The
M.V. Lynk Publishing House, 1899. First edition.
Original red cloth lettered in black on the cover
and spine, housed in a morocco backed case. 8
x 6 inches (20 x 15 cm); portrait frontispiece,
woodcut illustration, 163 [2] pp. Ink ownership
markings to both the front and rear free
endpapers, hinges cracked, a few nicks to page
edges, an unrestored example of a scarce work.
A rare history of African American soldiers in the
Spanish American War, including the fight on
San Juan Hill. The ownership signature at front
and back is by Mrs. Rosey L. Williams, of
Topeka, Kansas, and dated 1907. The book is
scarce with Rare Book Hub only reporting two
copies at auction (including this copy sold in
2004).
C Private Collection of Barbara and Ira Lipman
$200-300
119
[SPANISH-AMERICAN WAR]
DEWEY, ADMIRAL. The Battle of Manila.
Commodore George Dewey's Famous
Victory. May 1, 1898. Philadelphia: The
Cyclorama Co., 1899. Stated first edition.
Original wrappers printed in red, housed in a red
morocco backed case. 7 3/4 x 4 3/4 inches (20 x
12 cm); [72] pp., in text portraits and illustrations.
A few chips to wrappers, lightly toned, a fine
copy overall of an ephemeral work.
C Private Collection of Barbara and Ira Lipman
$300-500
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[TENNESSEE]
An extensive collection of letters and
documents relating to The Watauga
Association, 1779-1814. Washington County,
[Franklin] Tennessee: circa 1779-1814. An
extensive collection of approximately 64
autograph letters and printed documents
accomplished in manuscript, all variously signed.
The largest sheets about 13 x 8 inches (33 x 21
cm); the documents are paired with
transcriptions within the plastic sheets of two
large black pebbled cloth binders, these housed
in matching slipcases, overall about 17 x 14 1/2
inches (43 x 37 cm). Most documents fine with
usual folds, foxing and stray stains, others with
repairs including tissue repair to fold, paper infill
to losses, and other wear. A fascinating
collection which would be very difficult to
replicate today, with helpful transcriptions and a
distinguished presentation.
Provenance: The Elsie O. and Philip D. Sang
Foundation, Sotheby Parke Bernet, 20 June
1979, lot 833
The first European settlers to head west into what is
now Tennessee came from the Carolinas and back
country of Virginia via the Grand Valley around
1770. Settling on lands in the Watauga and
Nolichucky valleys that by treaty belonged to the
Cherokee, in May 1772 the settlers negotiated a 10year lease directly with the Cherokee and, being
outside the claims of any government, established
the Watauga Association to provide basic functions.
Naturally, the lease was vehemently opposed by the
British Crown and upon the outbreak of the
Revolutionary War the settlers devoted themselves
to the American cause, formed a Committee of
Safety, and named the area the "Washington
District" thus ending the brief period of the "Watauga
Republic." After Virginia refused to annex them, the
Washington District was finally admitted to North
Carolina as Washington County in November 1777.
The Cherokee, loyal to the British, launched an
attack against the settlements in July 1776 but were
defeated and in 1777 the Cherokee ceded control of
the Watauga and Nolichucky valleys to the
American colonies upon signing the Treaty of Long
Island. After the War in 1784, North Carolina ceded
western lands to the Federal Government to pay off
war debt but the Federal Government was not able
to take possession within the required two year
period and the Washington District settlers
attempted to organize their lands into a 14th state to
be known as "Franklin" or "Frankland." The state
was denied entrance to the Union by a
congressional vote in 1785, and Franklin continued
to operate independently until threatened by the
arrival of North Carolina troops in 1787. The State of
Franklin dissolved in February 1789 although
separatists formed a "Lesser Franklin" government
and managed to hold out until 1791 at which time
North Carolina, via further treaties with the
Cherokee, was able to secure the entire region and
again ceded it to the Federal Government, which
this time formed it into a U.S. Territory and later the
State of Tennessee as admitted to the Union in
1796.

122
[TENNESSEE]
BREAZEALE, J.W.M. Life As It Is; or Matters
and Things in General: containing, amongst
other things, historical sketches of the
Exploration and first Settlement of the State
of Tennessee; Manners and Customs of the
Inhabitants; their Wars with the Indians;
Battle of King's Mountain; History of the
Harps, (two noted Murderers;). A Satirical
Burlesque upon the Practice of
Electioneering ... &c. Knoxville: Printed by
James Williams, 1842. First edition. Original
cloth with decoration in blind, paper spine label,
housed in a morocco backed case. 7 3/8 x 5
inches (18.5 x 12 cm); 256 pp. The spine
repaired, still with some splits to joint, light
rubbing and stains to cloth, the front free
endpaper partially affixed to the pastedown, the
rear free endpaper becoming loose, ink
ownership signature and pencil markings
including a partial hand-written index at rear, a
sound copy.
Provenance: J.H. Myers (penciled note at front
dated 1847 with history of the volume through
1888); Penelope Johnson Allen, noted
Tennessee historian (ink signature to blank
dated 1926).
A scarce Tennessee imprint, rare in original
cloth, of this history of the state, including the
Harp brother murders. Bradford 530; Howes B741; Sabin 7651; Streeter Sale 1670.
C Private Collection of Barbara and Ira Lipman
$500-800

Please visit Doyle.com for the full description
C Private Collection of Barbara and Ira Lipman
$15,000-25,000
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[TENNESSEE-MEMPHIS]
Group of four volumes on the city.
Comprising: KEATING, J.M. A History of the
Yellow Fever. The Yellow Fever Epidemic of
1878, in Memphis, Tenn. Memphis: Printed for
the Howard Association, 1879. Publisher's green
cloth. 10 x 6 3/4 inches (25 x 16.5 cm); 454 pp.
Rebacked, cloth worn, recolored in spots,
occasional minor spotting or staining; Edwards'
Annual Directory to the Inhabitants,
Institutions, Incorporated companies,
Manufacturing Establishments, Business,
Business Firms etc., in the City of Memphis
for 1872. Memphis: Southern Publishing
Company, [1872]. Publisher's blue cloth with ads
printed in gilt. 8 3/4 x 5 1/2 inches (22.5 x 14.5
cm); unpaginated. Some wear, a sound copy
generally, bookplate with withdrawal stamps
from the Western Reserve Historical Society.
Rare (the first Memphis directory was 1850);
DAVIS, JAMES D. History of Memphis. The
History of the City of Memphis being a
compilation of important documents and
historical events connected with the
purchase of its territory... Also the "Old Time
Papers," being a series of reminiscences ...
published in the Daily Appeal.... Memphis,
Tenn.: Hite, Crumpton & Kelly, 1873. Modern
orange cloth. 7 1/2 x 4 5/8 inches (19 x 11.5 cm);
320 pp., two lithographed portraits. Some
staining, toning, spotting etc.; and HERMANY,
CHARLES. Report of the chief engineer to the
water-works & sewerage commissioners
upon a public water supply and a system of
drainage for the city of Memphis. Louisville,
Ky.: John P. Morton, 1868. 8 3/8 x 5 3/8 inches
(21.5 x 154 cm); 110, [2] pp. (last leaf blank).
Traces of original wrappers and old binding on
spine, minor toning, a clean copy overall.
C Private Collection of Barbara and Ira Lipman
$200-400
124
THATCHER, MARGARET
Three signed volumes. Comprising: The
Collected Speeches Norwalk: The Easton
Press, [1998]. One of 2000 signed copies,
original blue leatherette gilt. Booklabel, fine; The
Downing Street Years. Norwalk: The Easton
Press, [1993]. One of 2000 signed copies,
original blue leatherette gilt. Fine; and The
Downing Street Years. [New York: Harper
Collins, 1993]. First trade edition, later printing,
inscribed on the title page. Publisher's cloth in
dust jacket. Some minor wear.
C Private Collection of Barbara and Ira Lipman
$300-500

Sale Date - 11/16/2022
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THOREAU, HENRY DAVID
The Maine Woods. Boston: Ticknor and Fields,
1864. First edition, with the list of Thoreau's
books at front priced. Publisher's purple cloth,
housed in a morocco backed slipcase. 7 1/4 x 4
1/4 inches (18 x 11 cm); 328, [24] pp., the ads
dated April, 1864. A very fine, unrestored copy,
the spine faded, the front hinge starting.
Thoreau's "excursion book," one of 1,650 copies
printed, including the essays "Ktaadn,"
"Chesuncook," and "The Allegash and East
Branch." BAL 20113.
C Private Collection of Barbara and Ira Lipman
$1,000-1,500
126
TOCQUEVILLE, ALEXIS DE
Democracy in America. New York: Alfred A
Knopf, 1980. Thirteenth printing, this copy with a
list of those presenting the work to Ira Lipman
written on the first blank). Two volumes, full
brown morocco (with the name of Ira Lipman
tooled on the front cover), top edge gilt,
slipcased together. About fine; Together with
The State of Society in France Before the
Revolution of 1789: And the Causes which
led to that Event. London: Murray, 1859.
Publisher's brown cloth, slipcased. Front hinge
broken, worn; and The Old Regime and the
Revolution. New York: Harper, 1856.
Publisher's blind-stamped cloth, slipcased.
Rebacked, worn.
C Private Collection of Barbara and Ira Lipman
$150-250
127
[TOULOUSE-LAUTREC-CATALOGUES
RAISONNE]
DORTU, M.G. Toulouse-Lautrec et son
Oeuvre. New York: Collectors' Editions, 1971.
One of 1450 copies. Six volumes, publisher's
blue cloth. 12 1/2 x 10 inches (32.5 x 25 cm);
various paginations, illustrated. A generally fine
set.
C Private Collection of Barbara and Ira Lipman
$500-800

128
[TOULOUSE-LAUTREC-CATALOGUES
RAISONNE]
DORTU, M.G. Toulouse-Lautrec et son
Oeuvre. New York: Collectors' Editions, 1971.
One of 1450 copies. Six volumes, publisher's
blue cloth. 12 1/2 x 10 inches (32.5 x 25 cm);
various paginations, illustrated. A generally fine
set.
C Private Collection of Barbara and Ira Lipman
$500-800
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[BINDINGS]
TWAIN, MARK (=CLEMENS, SAMUEL)
The Writings of Mark Twain. Hartford: The
American Publishing Company, 1899-1907. The
Autograph Edition, number 303 of 525 sets
signed on the limitation leaf as both S.L.
Clemens and Mark Twain. Twenty-five volumes.
Full red morocco gilt, the covers ruled in gilt, the
spines tooled and lettered gilt and with raised
bands, blue morocco doublures with fan
cornerpieces, blue watered silk endpapers, the
top edge gilt, others uncut. 8 1/4 x 5 1/2 inches
(21 x 14 cm); engraved title-pages printed on
chine, numerous plates, including plates signed
by notable artists such as Peter Newell, Karl
Gerhardt, Charles Noel Flagg, E.W. Kemble, and
A.B. Frost. Scratch into cover of volume 6, some
light wear to joints, some minor rubbing and
soiling to boards. An attractive set.
C Private Collection of Barbara and Ira Lipman
$5,000-8,000
130
[TWAIN, MARK-LIBRARY OF]
LANIER, SYDNEY. Shakspere and his
Forerunners: Studies in Elizabethan Poetry
and its Development from Early English. New
York: Doubleday, Page & Co., 1902. A fine
family association copy with four inscriptions
(two to each volume) by Twain to his sister-inlaw Susan Langdon Crane, each volume with
"To Susan L. Crane from S.L. Clemens,
1903"and "To SL.C from SL.C., 1903" on either
the front flyleaf or pastedown, to one inscription
Twain has added the location of Quarry Farm,
each volume also with the later inscription by
Susan L. Crane "To Olivia Langdon Loomis,
September 6, 1922." Two volumes. Publisher's
red cloth gilt, housed in a folding cloth case. 9
1/2 x 6 1/4 inches (24 x 16 cm); title-pages in red
and black, frontispieces and numerous plates.
Spines faded and frayed at tips, a few spots to
spine of first volume.
A fine Clemens family copy of a study on
Shakespeare, signed from Quarry Farm where
Clemens wrote large portions of both Tom
Sawyer and Huckleberry Finn. Quarry Farm was
the summer home of Susan Langdon Crane,
sister of Clemens' wife Olivia, and the home was
central to the lives of the Crane sisters: all three
of Samuel and Olivia Clemens' children were
born at Quarry Farm. In 1874, the Cranes built
an octagonal library for Samuel Clemens and he
was quite productive there writing major portions
of his most enduring works under the
pseudonym Mark Twain. Well versed in
Shakespeare, Twain potentially consulted this
work by Lanier for his own 1909 satire on the
bard Is Shakespeare Dead?
C Private Collection of Barbara and Ira Lipman
$3,500-4,500

Sale Date - 11/16/2022
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TWAIN, MARK and BENTON, THOMAS HART.
The Adventures of Tom Sawyer [and:]
Adventures of Huckleberry Finn. New York:
The Limited Editions Club, 1939 & 1942. Both
from edition of 1500 copies signed by Benton.
Two volumes. Original blue and yellow cloth, in
slipcases. 9 1/2 x 6 inches (24 x 16 cm);
illustrated. Some wear to slipcases, the spines
slightly faded.
C Private Collection of Barbara and Ira Lipman
$300-500

132
[UNITED NATIONS]
Charter of the United Nations and Statute of
the International Court of Justice. New York:
Philip C. Duschnes, [1945]. Specially printed
edition for the friends of Philip and Fanny
Duschnes, printed at the Walpole Printing Office,
December, 1945. Modern three-quarters blue
morocco, the spine lettered in gilt. 9 x 6 inches
(23 x 15 cm); title and chapter headings printed
in red, 74 pp. Fine. Acquired from Ursus Rare
Books.
A fine contemporary edition of the U.N. charter,
printed shortly after the document was signed on
26 June 1945.
C Private Collection of Barbara and Ira Lipman
$200-300
133
[WAR of 1812]
[ARMSTRONG, JOHN]. Notice of Mr. Adams'
Eulogium on the Life and Character of James
Monroe. [Washington: 1832]. First edition.
Stitched pamphlet in original wrappers. 9 1/2 x 6
inches (24 x 15 cm); 26 pp. Spotting, the
wrapper dust soiled, a few chips to extremities.
Written at the time of James Monroe's death, this
pamphlet is devoted to his actions as President
during the War of 1812.
C Private Collection of Barbara and Ira Lipman
$200-300
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[WASHINGTON, GEORGE-ASGILL AFFAIR]
A fascinating manuscript titled Epistolary
Correspondence between General
Washington and Capt:n Asgill. A circa 1786
manuscript in two distinct hands on the laidpaper blank sheets of a late 18th century
letterbook of vellum-backed marbled boards. 8 x
6 1/2 inches (20 x 17 cm); with a calligraphic title
page reading Epistolary Correspondence
between General Washington and Capt:n Asgill
followed by approximately 43 pages of
manuscript in two distinct hands, the first section
25 pages on the rectos only in a very neat hand,
the second section 18 pages on rectos and
versos in a more hurried hand, both quite legible.
Some rubbing and light wear to boards, very well
preserved overall.
A fascinating glimpse into George Washington's
1786 response to news from England that British
Captain Asgill, held as a prisoner of war to be
hung in 1782, was now reporting mistreatment
during his captivity, known as the Asgill Affair.
Washington's decision to hang Captain Asgill
came after the Board of Loyalists in Monmouth,
New Jersey executed Continental Army Captain
Jack Huddy in response to the death of a loyalist
solider. Condemned to be hung, Asgill was held
for several months before release and
Washington was not pleased to have his
reputation sullied by the news years later of
Asgill's complaints. The present volume collects
and offers the texts of letters and newspaper
reports that informed Washington's defense of
his actions published in the New Haven Gazette
and the Columbian Magazine in January 1787.
The first entry reprints a New Haven Gazette
article by Washington aide David Humphreys
dated December 1786 in which he makes
Washington aware of Asgill's claims. Subsequent
entries offer a different story, including the text of
a letter from James Tilghman to Washington:
"some give credit to a charge exhibited against
him by young Asgill, of illiberal treatment and
cruelty. He alleges that a gibbet was erected
before his prison window and often pointed to in
an insulting manner as good and proper for him
to atone for Huddy's death; and many other
insults, all of which he believes were
countenanced by General Washington, who was
well inclined to execute the sentence on him, but
was restrained by the French General
Rochambeau. I have contended that it was
entirely owing to the humane procrastination of
our General that Capt. Asgill did not suffer the
fate allotted to him, and that it was most happy to
General Washington's good disposition that the
French court interposed so as to enable him to
save Asgill and at the same time keep our Army
in temper." Copies of Washington's letters on the
subject follow.
Please visit Doyle.com for the full description
C Private Collection of Barbara and Ira Lipman
$8,000-12,000
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[WASHINGTON, GEORGE]
A volume from Washington's library, with
clipped holograph words to pastedown. The
book is Samuel Johnson Pratt's Family Secrets,
London: 1798, volume III only from the second
edition (issued in five volumes). Contemporary
calf with red lettering label, the inside pastedown
with three clipped words in Washington's hand
("with the said") above the large booklabel of
Benjamin Lincoln Lear, the volume housed in a
fine red morocco backed slipcase. 7 x 4 inches
(17 x 11 inches); 434 pp. The joints tender and
the boards rubbed, but fine and unrestored
overall.
The set in which this volume originated was
listed in a manuscript by Washington's private
secretary Tobias Lear titled Catalogue of Books
received from Washington, and bears the
bookplate of Lear's son Benjamin Lincoln Lear.
This volume sold as part of lot 2003 at James D.
Julia, 4 February 2010; the set has since been
broken up and we note volume V from this set
sold University Archives, 24 June 2020, lot 264.
C Private Collection of Barbara and Ira Lipman
$4,000-6,000
136
[WASHINGTON, GEORGE]
SAWYER, JOSEPH DILLAWAY. George
Washington. Boston: Thomas W. Best, 1927.
The Bi-Centennial Edition, number 10 of 300
sets signed by the author. Four volumes. Finely
bound in full turquois morocco gilt by the
Harcourt Bindery, the covers paneled in gilt and
with Federal shield cornerpieces, the spines
similarly tooled and lettered in gilt with raised
bands, gilt turn-ins, the top edge gilt. 8 3/4 x 5
3/4 inches (22 x 15 cm); Spines slightly
darkened, a few minor rubbed areas, very faint
evidence of an old dampstain, a fine and
attractive set overall.
C Private Collection of Barbara and Ira Lipman
$400-600
137
[WASHINGTON, GEORGE]
Relics and Memorabilia of George
Washington, Inherited and Collected by His
Great-Great-Nephew Mr. W. Lanier
Washington. New York: The American Art
Association, 22 February 1922. Auction
catalogue in original wrappers, housed in a
folding morocco backed case. 9 3/4 x 6 3/4
inches (25 x 17 cm); illustrated with photographs,
not paginated but running to 487 pp. Staining to
wrappers and title and two leaves within where
an old paper bookmark lies, booklabel of James
Strohn Copley to inside cover of case.
The uncommon auction catalogue from the most
important collection of Washingtonia sold in the
early 20th century, assembled by his greatnephew Lanier Washington. This catalogue is an
important reference for collectors of silver,
furnishings, artwork, prints, documents and
more.
C Private Collection of Barbara and Ira Lipman
$100-200
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[WASHINGTONIA]
A quality miscellany of 19th and 20th century
books relating to George Washington. An
interesting group of original works, facsimiles,
later biographies and books about Washington,
several from the Copley Library. Comprising 15
titles and one additional item described last, the
books listed in order of publication date: 1)
GUIZOT (Monsieur). Washington. London:
Murray, 1841. First edition. Original cloth,
housed in a morocco backed case. Wear and
small losses to spine tips, hinge cracked, the
chemise with the bookplate of James Strohn
Copley. "Jared Sparks is the real author of this
work" - Sabin 29269; 2) REED, WILLIAM.
Reprint of The Original Letters from
Washington to Joseph Reed, during the
American Revolution. Philadelphia: A. Hart,
Late Carey and Hart, 1853. Second edition.
Original wrappers, housed in a morocco backed
case. Chips and small losses to wrappers, an
unopened copy, the case with the book label of
James Strohn Copley. Sabin 68621; 3) RUSH,
RICHARD. Washington in Domestic Life.
From Original Letters and Manuscripts.
Philadelphia: Lippincott, 1857. First edition, an
extra-illustrated copy with numerous illustrations
inserted. Modern three-quarters crimson
morocco gilt. Foxing, some inserted illustrations
detached and laid-in, the Frank C. Deering copy
with his morocco booklabel; 4) CUSTIS,
GEORGE WASHINGTON PARKE.
Recollections and Private Memoirs of
Washington. Washington: Printed by William H.
Moore, 1859. Original gilt lettered cloth. Some
wear to spine and spotting to cloth, ink gift
inscription at front. Sabin 18154; 5) The Diary of
George Washington, From 1789 to 1791;
Embracing The Opening of the First
Congress, and His Tours through New
England, Long Island, and the Southern
States. New York: Richardson, 1860. First
edition. Edited by Benjamin Lossing. Early threequarters red morocco gilt by Sanford. Extremities
rubbed, without frontispiece. Howes W132; 6) A
Catalogue of the Washington Collection in
the Boston Athenaeum. Boston: The Boston
Athenaeum, 1897. First edition. Original cloth gilt
lettered on spine. A fine copy, the front hinge
loose, small booklabel of Ira A. Lipman; 7)
[FORD, WORTHINGTON CHAUNCEY].
Washington as an Employer and Importer of
Labor. Brooklyn: Privately Printed, 1889. One of
500 copies. Modern brown morocco backed
cloth. Some spotting but a fine copy overall; 8)
FORD, WORTHINGTON CHAUNCEY. George
Washington. Paris & New York:
Goupil/Scribner's, 1900. The Edition de Luxe,
number 173 of 200 copies with the plates in
sepia and on India mounted to Holland. 2
volumes. Nicely bound in full red morocco gilt the
covers with Federal motifs and stars in gilt, the
spines similarly tooled and lettered in gilt, floral
silk endpapers, slipcase. 10 ½ x 7 ½ inches (27
x 19 cm); the two frontispieces colored, other
plates in two states, uncut as issued. Some
rubbing and wear to bindings, light spotting to
tissue guards, bookplates of Birchwood and
William Brumder;

139
[WASHINGTON, GEORGE]
The Life Portraits of Washington and Their
Replicas. Philadelphia: Printed for the
Subscribers, [by the Lancaster Press, Inc.,
1931]. Compiled by John Hill Morgan and Mantle
Fielding. First trade edition, one of 1,000 copies
printed. Original blue cloth, the upper cover ruled
in gilt with central gilt crest, in the original blue
paper dust jacket with paper label, housed in a
blue morocco backed case. 12 x 9 inches (31 x
29 cm); the title-page printed in red and black,
over 100 portrait plates. Fine overall.
C Private Collection of Barbara and Ira Lipman
$200-300
140
[WASHINGTON, GEORGE]
Four large engraved portraits of Washington,
in matching frames. Comprising: G.
Washington. New York: Bacchia, circa 1852.
Hand-colored mezzotint after Peter Frederick
Rothermel, engraved by Alexander Hay Ritchie,
visible area 29 x 20 inches (74 x 51 cm); matted
and framed. Some spotting to lower margin but
fine overall; George Washington. Mezzotint
engraving after the Landsdowne portrait, circa
1801 but the imprint obscured, visible area 27
1/2 x 20 inches (70 x 50 cm); matted and
framed. Worn with visible creases, tears and a
small stain; MARSHALL, WILLIAM E. [Portrait
of George Washington]. A pencil signed
engraved bust-length portrait of Washington after
the original painting by Gilbert Stuart in the
Boston Athenaeum, visible area 16 1/2 x 13 1/2
inches (42 x 34 cm), matted and framed. Light
toning in margin; and a [Portrait of Washington
set within a classical medallion]. A large
engraving depicting Washington in profile set
within a classical medallion, pencil signed "Hart"
at lower left, visible area 25 x 17 cm (64 x 43
cm), matted and framed. Light soiling and one
short tear in the margin. No item examined out of
frame and the lot sold as is.
C Private Collection of Barbara and Ira Lipman
$800-1,200
141
WHITE, E.B.
Here is New York. New York: Harper &
Brothers, 1949. First edition, first printing with IY-code. Publisher's cloth, in original dust jacket.
8 x 5 inches (20 x 13 cm); 54 pp., frontispiece.
Slight fade to jacket spine and a few nicks to
extremities, acquired from Bauman Rare Books,
scarce in such condition.
C Private Collection of Barbara and Ira Lipman
$500-800

Please visit Doyle.com for the full description
C Private Collection of Barbara and Ira Lipman
$800-1,200
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WHITMAN, WALT
Leaves of Grass. Brooklyn, New York: [Printed
for the author], 1855. First edition in the first
issue binding. Original green cloth, the covers
with a triple gilt rule, gilt lettered at center with
gilt foliage, blindstamped leaf decoration, the
spine stamped and lettered in gilt, all edges gilt,
marbled endpapers, housed in a green morocco
backed slipcase. 11 x 7 1/2 inches (20.8 x 19
cm); engraved frontispiece by Samuel Hollyer
with tissue guard (first state on heavy paper
within a lightly embossed frame), [i]-xii, [13]-95
pp., second state of copyright (2 lines) as usual,
second state of p. iv ("and" corrected); without
flyleaves. A highly presentable copy overall with
discreet and expert restoration to the spine tips,
the gilt of the cover slightly dulled but the rear
cover and spine bright, old auction description
neatly tipped to front free endpaper (see
provenance), faint creases to portrait, the title
page lightly toned and few spots within but
exceptionally clean within, minor crease to lower
gutter corner page 67-69, small ink spot to lower
edge of final leaves.
Provenance: This copy sold in Rare Books from
the Library of the late Mrs. Gertrude Cowdin of
New York, 28-29 February 1916, lot 1118
(description and pencil notation to verso of
endpaper, also mentioned in an New York Times
article on the auction dated 27 February 1916);
later with James Cummins Bookseller; Collection
of Ira A. Lipman

143
WISE, JOHN
A Vindication of the Government of NewEngland Churches [and:] The Churches
Quarrel Espoused: or, a Reply [and:] A
Platform of Church-Discipline [and:] A
Confession of Faith... Boston: Printed and sold
by John Boyle, 1772. The second Boyle edition
of 1772. Four parts in one. Modern threequarters calf with a red morocco lettering over
marbled boards to period style. 6 1/2 x 4 inches
(16.5 x 9 inches); 271 [12] pp., the list of
subscribers at the end, this the issue with
continuous pagination. Toned, some stains and
spotting, worst in lower margin where there are
some small losses. Evans 12626.
C Private Collection of Barbara and Ira Lipman
$400-600
144
[YACHTING]
LOOMIS, ALFRED. Ocean Racing: The Great
Blue-Water Yacht Races 1866-1935. New York:
William Morrow, 1936. First edition, this likely
originally Saturday Review writer William
Doerflinger's copy as a draft of his review and a
letter requesting it are laid-in. Modern three
quarters blue morocco, original jacket illustration
tipped-in at rear. Fine.
C Private Collection of Barbara and Ira Lipman
$100-200

A highly collectible copy of the first edition in the
first binding of Walt Whitman's Leaves of Grass,
"America's second Declaration of
Independence." This copy was sold as part of
the highly respected collection of Mrs. Gertrude
Cowdin of New York and was mentioned in a
contemporaneous article in the New York Times.
The description of the book from that time,
written by Whitman's friend and first biographer
Richard Maurice Bucke artfully describes the
book's reception:
The First Reception of 'Leaves of Grass' by the
World was about as disheartening as it could be.
Of the thousand Copies of this 1855 Edition,
some were given away, most of them were lost,
abandoned and destroyed. It is certain that the
book, quite universally, wherever it was read
excited ridicule, disgust, horror, anger. It was
considered meaningless, badly written, atheistic
and utterly reprehensible. And yet there were a
few, a very few indeed who suspected from the
first that under that rough exterior might be
something of extraordinary beauty, vitality and
value. -R.M. Bucke
Please visit Doyle.com for the full description
C Private Collection of Barbara and Ira Lipman
$70,000-100,000
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